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IDitGinian Staff
DIXIE McCABE Editor-in-Chief
DANDKIDGE BLAKEY Assistant Editor-in-Chief
LENA COHEN _ Business Manager
MARY DARBY Assistant Business Manager
LUCILE "WOODSON Assistant Business Manager
MARY MORRIS Art Editor
LELIA RICHARDSON Assistant Art Editor
ELIZABETH WHITE .Literary Editor
IRENE HUNTER Assistant Literary Editor
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Zbe JFacuIt?
J. L. JAEMAN, B. A., LL. I) President
S. P. DUKE Education
F. A. MILLIDGE Geogkaphy
J. M. LEAE History and Social Sciences
THOMAS D. EASON Biology
JAMES M. GEAINGEE English
G. T. SOMEES .Education
EAYMOND V. LONG Industrial Arts
M. BOYD COYNEE... .Education
MAETHA W. COULLING Drawing
MINNIE V. EICE Latin
ESTELLE SMITHEY French and German
LULIE G. WINSTON Chemistry and Physics
CHEISTINE E. MUNOZ Music
GEACE E. MIX Kindergarten Education and Supervisor op Kindergarten
M. BLANCHE MAECH Physical Education
MAEY PHILIPPA JONES Primary Methods and Supervisor of First Grade
LILA LONDON Mathematics
BEETHA WELLS Industrial Arts and Supervisor op Second Grade
LULA WALKEE Home Economics
FANNIE WYCHE DUNN Rural Education
LEOLA WHEBLEE Eeading
C. G. BUEE Agriculture
CAEEIE B. TALIAFEERO Assistant in Mathematics
*CAEEIE SUTHEELIN .Assistant in English
GEETEUDE WELKEE Assistant in English
ANNIE MAEION POWELL Assistant in English
CATHEEINE HILL Assistant in English
VIEGINIA BUGG Assistant in History
EUBEN DOZIER EEESE Assistant in Home Economics
CHAELOTTE M. CONOVEE Biblical History
*Oii leave of absence.
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ELIZABETH FRONDE KENNEDY Supervisor or Ninth Grade
ELLEN J. MURPHY ,. Supervisor of Eighth Grade
*MARY D. PIERCE Education and Acting Supervisor or Eighth Grade
MARY E. PECK Supervisor or Seventh Grade
*MAMIE E. ROHR Supervisor op Sixth Grade
FLORENCE ROHR Acting Supervisor op Sixth Grade
PAULINE BROOKS WILLIAMSON Supervisor op Fifth Grade
ELEANOR BRYNBERG FORMAN Supervisor of Fourth Grade
ELIZA EMERY Supervisor of Third Grade
BERTHA WELLS Supervisor op Second Grade and Industrial Arts
THELMA BLANTON Assistant in Second Grade
MARY PHILIPPA JONES Supervisor op First Grade
JULIA JOHNSON .Assistant in Kindergarten and First Grade
*0n leave of absence.
School ©mcials
MR. B. M. COX Business Manager
MISS WINNIE V. HINER Clerk to Business Manager
MISS JENNIE M. TABB Secretary to President
MISS LOTTIE CARRINGTON .Librarian
MISS MAUDE K. TALIAFERRO ^ Assistant Librarian
MISS MA EY WHITE COX Head op Home
MRS. MARY PAYNE HARRIS Assistant Head op Home
MISS SUSIE E. ALLEN Assistant in Home Department
MISS ESTHER FORD Assistant in Home Department
MRS. ANNIE SLATER Night Matron
MRS. BESSIE CAMPER JAMISON Housekeeper
MRS. NANNIE V. BERGER Assistant Housekeeper
DR. MARY E. BRYDON Residence Physician
MISS LAURA E. VAN ORMER, R. N. ..Trained Nurse
MISS CHARLOTTE M. CONOVER Y. W. C. A. General Secretary
MRS. LILLIAN V. NUNN Supervisor of Laundry



ELEANOR ABBITT
FRANKLIN, VA.
Sigma Sigma Sigma Sorority; Censor
Cunningham Literary Society, Fall 1914;
Secretary of Norn al League, 1915-16; Love
Set Tennis Club; Cotillion Club; W. A.
N. K.
Kid—An appropriate name for one so
young; and 3'et so young? In age, yes; in
experience—well she has had enough of it
to make her mighty independent, and
plentifully able to take care of herself.
Then too, she has even been in love. Kid
hates flattery, so we can't put anything
very nice in this write-up for fear she '11
mistake it for that, but, on the sly, take
it from one who knows her as only room-
mates know each other, she is a mighty
fine girl.
ANNIE BEOADDUS ALLEN
RICHMOND, VA.
Corresponding and Recording Secretary
of Eichn ond Club, 1915; Kodak Club.
Oh, why that winning smile and mis-
chievous twinkle of merry dark eyes? Be-
cause, more hearts are won by smiles than
this world dreams of—and besides, Annie
just could not help it if she should try.
ALICE MOOEE AEMSTEONG
PORTSMOUTH, VA.
Gamma Theta; 11 A; Cotillion Club
Athenian Literary Society; D. L E. K.
0. H. E.; President Kodak Club, 1915-16
Love Set Tennis Club; Portsmouth Club
Music Committee Y. W. C. A.
GEACE BEANNAN AEMSTEONG
RICHMOND, VA.
President Eichmond Club, 1914; Trea-
surer Eichmond Club, 1915; Eeporter of
Cunningham Literary Society, Spring 1916;
Kodak Club; Camp Fire Girl; Advafiol
CuUesumercents.
If you are ever troubled with that ter-
rible disease' known as the " blues," just
look up this old scout and, presto! within
a wink of your eye you '11 have a smile on
your face that won't ecme off. Hush! did
you hear that giggle? Eureka! It 's Alice
Moore!
A tiny little girl, but she has a heart
big enough to completely envelop one
teacher, besides lots of friends. She loves
athletics and is often found in the gym.
MARGARET TAYLOR BARNARD
NORFOLK, VA.
Treasurer Athenian Literary Society,
Spring 1916.
AMELIA BENSON BAIN
PORTSMOUTH, VA.
Gamma Theta; W. A. N. K.; Recording
Secretary of Athenian Literary Society,
Pall 1915; Junior and Senior Representa-
tive in Student Association, 1914-15, 1915-
16; President of Poster Club; President of
Portsmouth Club; Vice-President of Non-
pareil Tennis Club; Substitute in Junior
Basket-Bail Team, 1914-15.
This girl skipped Dr. Millidge's class
about twice every week. We are glad she
didn 't skip the others, because she was
the life of them all. You ask why she
skipped those classes? It was because she
had a date with Jesser at those periods
every week.
Everybody knows 'Melia and all who
know her, love her, therefore everybody
loves 'Melia. But let me whisper a secret
in your ear. Amelia Bain is a little Cole-
blooded! Yes-siree! If you don't believe
me, just ask Buggy 'cause she's the one
who freezes in the hall or finds a bed
somewhere else when 'Melia wants the
room for herself and Cole.
MAECELLA BARNES
AMELIA, VA.
Kindergartner; Dramatic Club; Vice-
President Glee Clubj Spring term, 1915;
President Glee Club, 1915-16; First Vice-
President Pierian Literary Society, Fall
1915; Chairman Music Committee of Y. W.
C. A.; President Amelia Club, 1915-16;
Member Blue Ridge Delegation; Second
Honor Girl, Senior Class.
Speaking of Grand Opera—that reminds
me, did you ever hear Marcella sing? or
did you ever see her act? Some day you'll
be seeing her on the stage or maj'be
you'll be playing one of her records on
your Victrola: that is, if you can get her
to give up her Kindergarten work. But
she is such a splendid teacher, it will be
a pity if she does change her profession.
IDA M. BAENHAET
CALLAWAY, VA.
Jefferson Debating Society.
" Slow but sure " is here proved to be
a good motto, for it makes a teacher
loved by all her pupils and friends.
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MARY BENNETT
STORMONT, VA.
Vice-President Ruffner Debating So-
ciety; President of Rnflfner Debating So-
ciety; Corresponding Secretary of Ruffner
Debating Society; Treasurer of Glee Club;
Secretary Missionary Committee; Secretary
and Treasurer Gloucester-Middlesex Club.
DANDEIDGE L. BLAKEY
GORDONSVILLE, VA.
Cunningham Literary Sooietj'; Jefferson
Debating Society; L. N. ; Buffalo Camp Fire
Girl; L. D. K.; Kodak Club; Assistant
Editor-in-Chief of The Virginian, 1915-16;
Advafiol Cullesumercents.
Some people have the knack of making
friends with everyone thej' meet, and
Mary must be classified with these people.
She knows practically everybody in school
and has a host of sincere friends. We would
like to mention her famous cry which
nightly sounded throughout the halls
—
" Hasn't anybody got anything to eat?"
Sirall of stature, eyes of blue,
Most mischievous person we ever knew,
Always .iolly, always bright,
Playing pranks from morn 'til night.
But friends .judge not from what I say.
That this little maid is giddy and gay.
For she can be serious, and 's very intel-
lectual too,
A friend worth having—is it not true?
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ESTHER BOWLES
CARDWELL, VA.
Reporter of Ruffner Debating Society.
MOZELLE ELIZABETH BRADEN
PAEONIAN SPRINGS, VA.
Argus Literary Society; Nonpariel Ten-
nis Club; Corresponding Secretary of
Y. W. C. A.; 191.5-16; " ?— ! "; Advafiol
Cullesumercents.
This quiet, meek-looking little girl is
not what her looks make you think, for
she is full of life and fun when you know
her well. I must tell you this about her,
she is teaching in Hopewell and I think
this shows you, plainly enough what a
brave, strong girl she is.
We know there's not another like her in
name or in person, she 's just the kind of
girl you would like to meet and have for
a friend. Quiet and dignified, but always
ready for a good time. She teaches in the
Second Year High School and is never seen
without a string of her pupils at her heels.
OLIVE BRANCH
SMITHFIELD, VA.
Delegate to Blue Eidge, 1915; Cunning-
ham Literary Society.
JULIA NEAL BEITTINGHAM
HAMPTON, VA.
n A; Basket-Ball Team, 1916-17; Cor-
responding Secretary of Pierian Literary
Society, Fall 1915-16; Love Set Tennis
Club; Cotillion Club; D. I. E. K.; Secretary
and Treasurer of Hampton Club; 0. H. E.;
Blue Eidge Delegate.
Olive Branch—How symbolic, and this
is certainly true of Olive. One of the
chief characteristics of "Tootsie" is h^r
little squeaky voice. But just you wait
until she sits down with her guitar. Why
you would forget your whole existence and
your soul would take its flight to dream-
land—only to wake and find ' ' Tootsie '
'
there with her beloved music box.
Just an adorable little piece of humanity,
always bright and happy and always
ready to do what you suggest and mighty
good at suggesting things herself. This
is a secret, but I '11 tell you. As a rule girls
usually cut chapel, but Britt's fondness
for " Chappell " is appalling—she doesn't
stop here though, for she takes part in all
school activities, and is known and liked
by everyone. Her ease? It's S-s-s.
EVELYN BEOWNLEY BROOKS
PORTSMOUTH, VA.
Recording Secretary of Y. W. C. A., 1915-
16; Reporter of Athenian Literary Society,
Spring 1915; Vice-President Athenian
Literary Society, Fall 1915; President of
Athenian Literary Society, Spring 1916;
Dramatic Club; Treasurer of Portsmouth
Club, 1915; Vice-President of Portsmouth
Club, 1916; Member of Student Govern-
ment Committee.
Eva is one of those girls from Ports-
mouth, and we all know what that stands
for. Steady and true in her work and
glad and happy in play. It 's a fine thing
to know when to work and when to play
and Eva knows just how to manage it.
She is a delightful companion and a true
friend.
MARTHA KING BUGG
PARMVILLE, VA.
Sigma Sigma Sigma Sorority; M 0;
Delta; Corresponding Secretary of Argus
Literary Society, 1915; President of Fourth
Year Class, 1913; Arts and Crafts Club.
Martha King went through the Training
School, then through the Normal, which
proves that girls are pretty good at bluflSng.
When it came to spelling she couldn 't bluff
and so she is numbered among the great
class of Special Spellers. Nevertheless,
she took life easy, and no one ever saw her
worry or saw her in anything but the best
of humors.
MARY LOUISE BUNC?I
LYNCHBURG, VA.
Athenian Literary Society; President of
Lyneliburg Club.
SAKAII MARGARET BYEOM
POCAHONTAS, VA.
Kindergartner; President of Atlienian
Literary Society, Fall 1915; President of
Southwest Virginia Club, 1914-15 and 191.3-
16; Cotillion Club; Poster Club; D. I.
R. K.; Treasurer of Arts and Crafts Club,
1915-16; Reporter Senior Class.
Louise's calm dignity, although not like
the usual Lynchburg girls, is extremely
characteristic of her profession. We sup-
pose it was walking those Lynchburg hills
that made her so thin, but we do not
know what made her so proper—any way
she's mightv sweet along with it.
If you see a girl coming down the halls
of S. N. S. who is tossing her head as she
walks, you may know her to be the most
airy girl in the Senior Class, she never
leaves off a minute. Maybe airs are a
necessary element in the making of a good
kindergartner, because that is what she is.
She has the other elements, too, for she
can draw, sing, and play and do them all
well.
MAEGARET ELIZABETH CALDWELL
NEW CASTLE, VA.
Southwest Virginia Club.
LELIA E. CARTER
CREWE, VA.
Ellen Riehaid's Club.
Have you ever seen those girls who move
along easy and never worry but somehow
seem to get there just the same? Margaret
is one of that happy number who takes
life easy. She has never been known to
worry, not even the Training School
phazed her—and she managed to come out
on top.
Here is a sunny disposition which lends
a smile to all. She has flitted back and
forth from Crewe to us for some time now,
and we shall miss her bright smile.
DEEAMA ELIZABETH CHAMBERS
CLIFTON rORGE, VA.
Censor of JefEerson Debating Society,
Fall 1914; Critic of Jefferson Debating So-
ciety, Tall 1915; Reporter of Alleghany
County Club, 1915-16; Ellen Richard's
Club; Buffalo Camp Fire Girl; L. D. K.
JULIA CHAMBLIN
HAMILTON, VA.
Such a demure face to hide such mis-
chievous designs! When she looks in-
nocent,—beware! A perpetual falling into
scrapes and frolicking out again—that's
Dreama.
Julia is a very shy, quiet girl until you
know her, then she's lovable and a fine
girl, and lots of fun. When she isn't
busy studying B—she is begging some un-
lucky person to please read aloud to her.
Julia loves the country in any form,
whether it be a country schoolhouse or
well
—
just the good things that come from
the country.
ANNIE CHEADLE
NEWPORT NEWS, VA.
E. S. T.; Ellen Eichard's Club.
Annie is such a quiet little mouse that
her comings and goings do not make much
of a disturbance in the class. She is very
reserved, hard working and studious, and
cares nothing for frills and fads; her
knowledge must be strictly practical. Her
quiet and industrious habits are appreci-
ated by those who know her and taken as
a whole, Annie is a generous kind-hearted
girl.
ELDA LOUISE CHILES
STRASBUKG, VA.
Sigma Sigma Sigma Sorority; Correspond-
ing Secretary of Argus Literary Society,
1915; Critic Argus Literary Society, 1916;
Delegate to Blue Eidge; Social Committee,
1915-16;. Annual Member of Y. W. C. A.
to Charlotte, N. C, and Eichmond, Va.:
President of Senior Class; Nonpareil Ten-
nis Club; Treasurer Deutscher Sprach-
verein; " 9— ! "; B. E. A. N. S.; Advafiol
Cullesumercents.
With a sunny disposition, sunnier in
fact than her hair (which is saying a
great deal) Louise won many friends at
school. If we may judge from the "dail-
ies ' ' and specials she receives she must
have friends elsewhere and especially at
Washington and Lee. Somehow we can't
imagine Louise teaching school for any
length of time.
ELIZABETH EANDOLPII CLAEKE
LANCASTER COURT HOUSE, VA.
Second Vice-President of Pierian Liter-
ary Society, Fall 1915; Treasurer of Pier-
ian Literary Society, Spring 1916; Social
Service Committee.
HAZEL COBB
FARMVILLE, VA.
Bess is very fond of eating, and spends
most of her time indulging in this enjoy-
able occupation. Being especially fond of
Hershey bars and ' ' cookies ' ' she spends the
greater part of her time at Gilliam's or in
Eoom 108, and we wonder when she ever
studies, but somehow she alwaj's manages
to pull good marks. Bess is a true daugh-
ter of " Old Virginia," lovable and attrac-
tive
—
you would want her for j'our friend.
Some of us are afraid Hazel is going
to give up the noble calling of teaching for
that of a merchant, because she is always
going to ' ' Sell. " I 'm afraid she would be
a movie fan is she .just " had time," but
she is always " head over heels in work."
LENA FRANCES COHEN
NORFOLK, VA.
Treasurer Euffner Debating Society, Fall
1914; President Euffner Debating Society,
Spring 1915; Vice-President Deutseher
Sprachverein; First Vice-President Argus
Literary Society, Fall 1915; Senior Basket-
Bail Team, 1915; Business Manager A^IR-
GINIAN, 1916; Appomattox Camp Fire Girl.
If you could see Lena sitting on a trunk,
swinging her feet, with a chicken leg in
one hand and a slice of chocolate cake in
the other, you would never take her to be
'
' the most sarcastic ' '—not by any means.
That smile says—" The world's all right,
I'm jis as happy as if I had good sense."
But Lena is "at home ' ' in other things
as well. She's a business manager who
means business. What she can not collect
for the Annual wouldn 't buy a ginger snap.
GLADYS ERMA COOLEY
WILLIAMSBURG, VA.
R. S. T.; Ellen Richard's Club; Camp
Fire Girl; Recording Secretary Ruffner
Debating Society, Spring 1915; Reporter
Ruffner Debating Society, Fall 1915; Presi-
dent Ruffner Debating Society, Spring
1916; Cuinningham Literary Society;
Writer of Last Will and Testament of
Class of 1916.
She is " true blue," through and
through, and she always sees both sides
of every question. She takes the world as
she finds it and makes the best of it.
IRENE COOPER
ROCKY MOUNT, VA.
CATHERINE BELLE COVER
COVINGTON, VA.
Pierian Literary Society; Jefferson De-
bating Society; Buffalo Camp Fire Girl;
President of Alleghany County Club.
Here's "Rene," a very good picture, al-
though she doesn 't think it does her eyes
justice and neither do we. There are two
characteristics of Rene that must be noted
here. The most notable is her forgetful-
ness. Next in prominence is her " stick-
to-it-iveness ' ' as she has been at S. N. S.
almost from the time the corner stone was
laid. She makes friends wherever she
goes—what more can we say?
When Catherine first came to S. N. S.,
the bane of her existence was the way
people pronounced her name. She wants
you to understand it is Cover not Coo-ver
But now she 's happy, for you never hear
her name mispronounced and since she
has succeeded so well in this, we feel sure
she is bound to succeed when she goes out
into the world.
BEETHA MAE COX
EAELYSVILLE, VA.
Critic of Athenian Literary Society,
1915; Ellen Richard's Club; Ballad Club;
President Albemarle Club, 3914-15; Trea-
surer Albemarle Club, Fall 1915; French
aub, 1913-14; Delegate to Fourth Bi-
enial Convention of Y. W. C. A. at
Richmond, April, 1913; President Junior
Class, 1914-15.
Giggle and the world giggles with you!
This is Mae's motto in life and blue Mon-
days are impossible when she 's around.
However, she can be serious too, and her
practical sense has made her a ' ' school-
marm " of the first order. She is popular,
vivacious, jolly and—a big flirt, according
to the Senior statistics, although Mae in-
dignantly declares that such thoughts
never occurred to her unsophisticated mind.
CHARLOTTE CRAWLEY
COUETLAND, VA.
Glee Club; President of South Hampton
Club; Buffalo Camp Fire Girl.
Charlotte is one of the youngest mem-
bers of the Senior class, but as far as
brains go, she ranks with the oldest. She
is quiet and dignified and does the Seniors
credit when it comes to being dignified.
I-IATTIE V. CURLING
POKTSMOUTH, VA.
Athenian Literary Society; Secretary
Portsmouth Club, Fall 1915; Camp Fire
Girl; Advafiol Cullesumercents.
" I chatter, chatter as I go," but they
seem to like it, even when it 's Latin. And
hasn't she the most impertinent little nose
you ever saw? Ambulamus!
CHARLOTTE DADMUN
NORrOLK, VA.
Treasurer of Junior Class, 1915; Censor
Athenian Literary Society, Fall 1915;
"Wapwaloper Camp Fire Girl.
Charlotte does not spread her knowledge
broadcast as she is too unassuming, but
every now and then when the rest of the
class has been stumped, she comes forward
with her opinions and in her pleasing man-
ner makes the point as clear as day.
MAEY ADLENA DARBY
DE WITT, VA.
Vice-President Cunningliam Literary So-
eietj', Fall 1915; Eecordiug Secretary Euff-
ner Debating Society, Spring, 1916; Assist-
ant Business Manager Virginian; Senior
Student Government Committee; Junior
Basket-Bail Team; Senior Basket-Bali
Team; Junior Baseball Team; Camp Fire
Girl.
An equal mixture of fun, business, humor,
and common sense! In fact, she is all
right from every point of view.
ELEANOE DAUGHTEEY
FRANKLIN, VA.
E. S. T.; Ellen Eiohard 's Club; Bible
Study Committee.
When I think of girls like Eleauor, it
seems often times 'tis a pity that there
are so many of us that each of us cannot
know the other of us like the other of us
deserves to be known. Eleanor has Job
beaten on the subject of patience. She
enjoys a good joke as much as her neigh-
bors, while the lines " a dignified bearing,
and gentle reserve ' ' must have been writ-
ten especially for her.
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SARAH DAVIS
HAMPTON, VA.
Advafiol Cullesumercents; Hampton
MARY DORSEY DOWNEY
PORTSMOUTH, VA.
Gamma Theta; Cunningham Literary So-
ciety; Portmouth Club.
Take a large bundle of optimism, mix it
with a little fun, and wrap these in the
warmest heart you can find—and you '11
have Sarah. Her favorite expression
—
'
' Let us see."
Downey is little, but when it comes to
expressing her opinion, she 's right there
and in Civics, whew! Even if she is
" sorter " shaky, because of King Lear,
she has to give her opinion of the govern-
ment. But when there 's anj' fun she 's
always around and when anything stirring
happens, count on Downey being present.
KATHLEEN DEINKAED
APPOMATTOX, VA.
MYETLE LYNDON DUNTON
NASSAWADOX, VA.
President of Eastern Shore Club, 1915-
16; Jefiferson Debating Society; Kodak
Club; Camp Fire Girl; Glee Club.
This is ' ' Kitty, ' ' a very good picture
of her, although she looks as is she were
never cross. But wait, just you say tests
and see what happens. However, tests
don 't occur very often so her sunny dis-
position is unspoiled.
Myrt says she is from the Eastern Shore,
the name of the place is Nass-a-wadox.
Judging from the name and her glowing
accounts of it, it is some place! Myrt is
always happy, for she sings from early
morning until the last tap of the light
bell, much to the distress of her roomies.
She is fond of reading, her favorite author
being Spencer. She sa^vs she expects to
be a school teacher, but we have our
doubts—as this is leap year.
MARIE SULLIVAN EDMUNDS
BLUEFIELD, W VA.
Ellen Richards Club; Jefferson Debating
Society; R. S. T.
'
' What is the use of hurrying, we have
jilenty of time," says Marie as she walks
into class just in time to answer to her
name. And again she makes that remark
as she slips into the dining-room as the
door is being closed. We hope if she ever
teaches that her school hours will be from
ten until two, so she will have an- pie time
in which to slumber in peace.
RUTH BEATRICE EDWARDS
NEWPORT NEWS, VA.
Ruffner Debating Societj'.
Did you say spoiled? Indeed she is!
Of course she will deny it, but one look
at her round face and baby dimples, should
convince you. In case it doesn 't, watch
her frown when she is not given her own
way. However, we like her; she's always
finding something to say in class, and
though the teachers want quality, not
quantity, she generally hands them lioth.
PEAEL LOUISE ELLETT
POCAHONTAS, VA.
Athenian Literary Society; Southwest
Virginia Club; Vice-President Jefferson
Debating Society, Spring 1914; Advafiol
Cullesuniercents.
RUBY LISSETTE ELLETT
POCAHONTAS, VA.
Athenian Literary Society; Southwest
Virginia Club; Jefferson Debating So-
ciety; Advafiol Cullesumercents.
This should have been two iiaragrajihs,
as it was impossible to bring in one of
tli& " Little Elletts " without the other,
we gave uji in despair and let them
stay together as the most natural solution
of the problem. They are sometimes
called alike, but I '11 give you a hint by
which to tell them apart—Pearl's middle
nane is " Dark " while Euby has no mid-
dle name. They are our jewels.
ETTIE FEARING
NORFOLK, VA.
Advafiol Cullesumercents.
LOUISE PLETCHEE
GLOUCESTER, VA.
Recording Secretary of Ruflfner Debating
Society, Fall 1915; Gloucester-Middlesex
Club; Appomattox Camp Fire Circle; L. N.,
96.
Mademoiselle Fearing teaches French
—
and Algebra! But you'd never know it by
the way she uses her dimples and the
amount of candy she gets through the
mail. Ettie is jolly and fun-loving, and
everybody likes her, even her pupils. Her
greatest ambition is to teach Math in
Maury High—or somewhere else.
Well, look at that smile coming down the
hall! What is it? Oh, yes, it is Louise.
She has smiled her way into the hearts of
the Training School children and won them
to her immediately. All the Normal school
girls who know her like her and there are
not many who do not know her, for she is
ready to make friends and to keep them,
too.
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ANNIE SUE FULTON
CEITZ, VA.
Secretary of French Club, 1914-15;
Southwest Virginia Club; Missionary Giv-
ing Committee; Camp Fire Girl; Advafiol
Cullesumereents.
LOUISE FULTON
CRITZ, VA.
French Club; Southwest Virginia Club;
Ellen Richard's Club, 1913-14; Camp Fire
Girl; Advafiol Cullesumereents.
She doesn't like to be called dignified,
but don't you think she looks so? What-
ever she undertakes will always succeed,
as has been proved many times.
The ' ' Fairy Stone Land ' ' seems to be
rich in producing stones of rare value.
Four years ago it sent to us a little twin,
who has ever since been a pride to her
class, because of her ready wit in poetry.
She also has a passion for "magazines"
—
I wonder why?
NANNTE PERCELL GARNETT
PARMVILLE, VA.
Pierian Literary Society.
ANNIE JAYNE GATLING
PRINCE GEORGE, VA.
Ellen Richard's Club; Petersburg Club.
A lovable girl, whom everyone likes.
She is fond of teaching, and especially of
teaching the third grade. Nan is a dancer,
and although a town girl, frequents the
gym more than often. Leave it to her to
talk to you—esiiecially if j'ou lack the art.
Annie " speaks her mind "—but then
she has a mind to si>eak. She knows how
to work, how to pla}' tennis and then
—
she has something which always helps
one—a sense of humor.
WINIFRED GETTEL
NORFOLK, VA.
ISADORE (jlLLS
BALLSVILLE, VA.
Jefferson Debating Soi-iety; Glee Club;
Ellen Bicharrl's Club;
erccnts.
Advafiol Ciillesnm-
Can 't you tell by her picture what kind
of a girl she is? Yes, the kind of a girl
3'ou can depend on, the kind that does her
work quietly and with so much ease that
you aren 't aware of her doing it. Yet
she is ready for fun, enjoys life and gets
lot out of it. Ask anyone and the.y "11
say, " She is a fine girl."'
She is ' ' simply wild and distracted
about that test," but this must be a
highly desirable state, judging from the
grades that always follow. Perhaps it is
because she never loses her good humor.
ELLEN GILMER GOODWIN
BUCKNEK, VA.
Critic Cunningham Literary Society, Pall
1915; Reporter French Club, 1915-16; Critic
Euffuer Debating Society, Spring 1916;
Scribbler; Advafiol Cullesumercents.
Ellen, why will you hide your light
under a bushel of shyness? Mr. Grainger,
it has been rumored, says 3'ou 're one of
the wittiest girls we have—but we don 't
read your themes and you don 't talk much.
We like you, we know you're lovable, but
when you go out in the world, which
awaits you, give it the privilege of know-
ing what a real optimistic, deep (etcetera)
person you are. That 's a privilege you 're
granted to such a few of us.
MARY HELEN GRAY
WYTHEVILLE, VA.
Alpha Sigma Alpha Sorority; President
of Cunningham Literary Society, Spring
1916; Critic Cunningham Literary Society,
Spring 1915; Senior Class Prophet; Presi-
dent of Nonpareil Tennis Club, 1915-16;
Vice-President of Athletic Association,
1915-16; Student Government Committee;
Glee Club; Editor-in-Chief of Focus, 1915-
16; Business Manager Focus, Spring 1915;
Treasurer Southwest Virginia Club, 1914-
15; Junior Basket-Bail; Benedictine; " ?^
! "; Advafiol Cullesumercents.
Helen can sing, play basketball, act,
write stories and do any number of other
things, but one thing she has never been
able to do, is to reduce. Not that we
think she needs to, no indeed, it is just the
one thing she can't do. Every one loves
to be with her, but when they leave her
this request follows them: "Please,
please, write something for the Focus.''
BRENDA GEIPFIN
WINDSOR, VA.
Treasurer Ruffner Debating Society,
Spring 1915; Censor Ruffner Debating So-
ciety, Fall 1915; Recording Secretary Rufif-
ner Debating Society, Spring 1916; Presi-
dent German Club, 1915-16.
KATHEEYN JOSIE GUY
BLACKSTONE, VA.
Argus Literary Society; Dramatic Club;
Glee Club; Arts and Crafts Club; n A;
Secretary of Third Year Class, 1912-13;
Treasurer of Fourth Year Class, 1913-14;
Vice-President of Ruffner Debating So-
ciety, 1915; President of Ellen Richard's
Club, 1915-16; Delegate National Biennial
Convention, Richmond, 1913; Advafiol Cul-
lesumercents.
That adorable little scream! It may
express pleasure, pain, fear, joy and many
other things, but is always the same. And
she is so horrified when it escapes.
Wanted—A Wife? Then here she is.
She 's pretty, as you see by the statistics,
and she cannot only cook your food, but
she can also raise it, as Domestic Science
plus Biology is her hobby. P. S.
—
You
don't n ind your meals being late
—
do you?
FLOEEXCE C. HALL
PORTSMOUTH, VA.
Critic Athenian Literary Society, Spring
1916; Chairman Bible Study Committee;
Senior Committee of Student Government;
Delegate to Blue Ridge; Portsmouth Club;
Senior Basket-Bali Team.
RUTH HANKINS
SPRINGFIELD, ILL.
A'ice-President Pierian Literary Society;
Dramatic Club; Poet of Senior Class;
Scribblers; Advafiol Cullesumercents.
When the six o'clock bell rings, Florence
is up and ready to play basket-ball or
tennis or practice for Field Day. Now 3'ou
see how much she loves out-door sports or
Miss March. We don 't know which stands
first with her. She certainly helped us
win Field Day, and we are mighty proud
of all those girls. In all her work she is
conscientious and studious.
'
' \Vhere are you going, my Northern
Maid?'' I'm going to my cousin's, Sir,"
she said. Ruth is from TllJnois, can recite
poetry by the peck, argue by the yard and
'
' just talk ' ' by the mile. She has won
her way into the hearts of us girls of the
South and we are always ready to listen
to her whether she is ready to recite, argue
or ' ' just talk. ' ' "Where have you been,
my Northern Maid?" " Talking to my
cousin, Sir," she said.
WILLIE KARRIS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Finance Committee of Y. W. C. A.; Re-
cording Secretary Argus Literary Society,
Fall 1915; President Dramatic Club, 1915-
16; Love Set Tennis Club; Senior Basket-
Eall Team; Gamn a Theta.
ilVRTLE HARRISON
ItOCKY MOUNT, VA.
Advafiol Cullesun.ercents; Le Cercle
First here, then tliere—that's Billy.
Some one has said " Much study is weari-
some to the flesh," and she never disputes
this maxim, but why should she study if
she doesn't need to? One of her character-
istics is her never-failing temper, which
can be quickly aroused and as quickly sub-
dued. Nevertheless, she is a dandy basket-
ball player and a girl the Seniors should
be proud of. For further information see
statistics or ask Luiv Powell.
Not so big—but so much sense! Why
she can teach Algebra, Composition, and
history all at once and never get angry or
flustrated. Observers— ? Why she .iust
loves them.
RITA HATCHER
CHESTER, VA.
Rufifner Debating Society.; Junior
Basket-Bali Team; Senior Basket-Bail
Team; Camp Pire Girl; Advafiol Cullesum-
ereents.
Here are a firm hand and steady eye, a
girl true up and down and through and
through. As for goal-throwing, she equal
is not known.
MARY LILLIAN CUTHBERT
WILLIAMSON
MARTINSVILLE, VA.
Albemarle Club; Kodak Club; Camp Fire
Girl; Kindergartner.
Mary, like the most of us, is more fond
of sleeping in the moring than at night.
My! how she hates to hear that 7:30 bell.
Just as the dining-room door closes, you
can see her rushing madly down the aisle
to her table. And that's the way she goes
the whole day long. But it 's no wonder,
for she 's making the work in one year
—
the only one in our class to do it. She is
very much sought after by Teaching
Seniors, for she's had three year's ex-
perience and she does give the best ad-
vice—and is the most tactful, thoughtful
person.
HAZEL HUNTER HEATWOLE
COVINGTON, VA.
Jefferson Debating Society; Alleghany
County Club; Buffalo Camp Eire Girl.
LOUISE HUNDLEY
IVOR, VA.
Junior Basket-Bail Team; Southhampton
Club.
Here's to Hazel. These three H 's must
stand for something, and judging from her
work in school we are sure that they stand
for Success. Hazel's middle name is
Hunter, and it just suits her, for she is
very fond of ' ' Rabbit. ' ' We predict a
short life for her in teaching but—we wish
her well.
Did you say Louise was serious? AVell,
I should say not. Just ask some of her
friends who are always anxious to have
her to their boxes. She creates the fun
but you would never suspect it from the
meek picture of her.
IRENE HUNTER
PULASKI, VA.
Sigma Sigma Sigma Sorority; Corre-
si]oniling Secretary Pierian Literary So-
ciety, Spring 1916; Assistant Literary
Editor of Virginian, 1916; D. I. R. K.;
Nonpareil Tennis Club; Southwest Vir-
ginia Club; Benedictine.
'
'
Would you be true to eyes of blue,
If you looked into eyes of brown ? '
'
I fear not, if those ' ' eyes of brown '
should be Irene's ej'es. She's always in a
good humor, always smiling, even though
calm and sometimes dignified. And she
enjoys a joke as much as—as—receiving
a letter ' ' Every Sunday, Monday, Tues-
day, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Satur-
day, just at noon." P. S.—For further in-
formation turn to statistics.
RUTH JAMISON
BOOXES MILL, VA.
Ruth, otherwise known as " Jiinps, " is
a gay, happy girl, who enjoys life thor-
oughly. She has a kind word and smile
for all (??). " Jimps " has high aspira-
tions and hopes son e day to become a
noted teacher. May her aspirations be
realized.
'
' The heights of great men reached and
kept,
Were not attained by sudden flight.
But the.y, while their comrades slept,
Were toiling upwarrls in the night.''
ELIZABETH PARKER JARMAN
FARMVILLE, VA.
Kappa Delta Sorority (Inactive) ; Cun-
iiinjjliam Literary Society; F?A*n-g! S!!?;
(Cotillion Club; Reporter of Junior Class;
Arts and Craft Club; Glee Club.
ELIZA DUKE JOHNSON
CHURCHLAND, VA.
French Club; Camp Fire Girl; Girl's
Treasury; Advafiol Cullesumercents.
What a queer combination of human
nature is this friend of ours. Strong, good
looking and attractive—she seems a girl
of—well a girl of her age at least. Would
you believe it if I told you that at times
she seems only five. When she disagrees
—
and she is not always the pleasant agree-
able sort—there is an unmistakable pout on
her lips, and the half bashful, half defiant
look in her eyes makes her adversary
usually see her point of view.
Eliza is very modest and quiet, but
when Camp Fire is mentioned a bright
twinkle may be seen in her eyes. For what
wouldn't she sacrifice for an afternoon
tramp across country with Dr. Brydon?
Iler chief hobby is History, we don't know
whv.
DENNIE JONES
NEW CASTLE, VA.
Southwest Virginia Club.
The only trouble with Dennie is that she
will not use anti-fat. She is a "big" com-
fort to all her friends, because of her
readiness to lend a hand in time of trouble.
Dennie does not go into anything half-
heartedly. She is either for a thing or
against it. We are sure she will make a
successful teacher—a career to which she
eagerly looks forward.
LULA MOEEISBTTE JONES
TAZEWELL, VA.
President Cunningham Literary Society,
Fall 1915; Corresponding Secretary Cun-
ningham Literary Society, Spring 1915;
Vice-President Southwest Virginia Club;
Glee' Club; Secretary Senior Class; W. A.
N. K.; " ?— ! "; J. T. F. U.
" So glad to know you, I'm Lula Jones
from Tazewell," from this the girls know
Jonesy. She is just the type to win a
number of admirers, especially the confec-
tioners and pharmacists. Jonesj' was never
known to be out of her room after light
bell (?). An attractive, good, all around
pal—that's Lula Jones from Tazewell!
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AURELIA KAYTON
PARMVILLE, VA.
German Club; Athenian Literary So-
ciety; Jefiferson Debating Society.
ESTHER MARGUERITE KLINE
COVINGTON, VA.
Glee Club; Corresponding Secretary
Cunningham Literary Society, 1915; Le
Cercle Francais; Alleghany Club; Advafiol
Cullesuniereents.
Such a sweet disposed girl is Aurelia
—
ever smiling, in for a good time, and ready
to help her friends. She is quick to per-
ceive signs of starvation and come to the
rescue, for you know Aurelia is a " town
girl " and lives close by.
Esther is one of those far-famed Coving-
ton girls and in the musical line she haa
surely won fame, and especially in the eyes
of Miss Munoz. She is one of the High
School Seniors—that speaks for itself.
One of Esther's failings is her fondness for
mountain "Ayre." Judging from ap-
XJearance we do not think Esther will teach
very long.
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ELLEN LINN LASH
PORTSMOUTH, VA.
Argus Literary Society; D. I. E. K.;
Portsmouth Club; Delegate to Blue Eidge;
Chairman Devotional Committee.
LILY LEE
CREWE, VA.
It is rumored that a girl within these
walls once arose at 5 o'clock on a wintry
morning and then failed to geti down to
breakfast on time, at 7:30. Again 'tis
rumored concerning this same fair maiden,
that germs so often bothered her that the
very pins in the room were washed and
accordingly, rusted. Seriously, though, do
you want to know a girl who is unselfish,
who is always doing little deeds of kind-
ness? 'Tis Ellen—" pure gold " describes
her.
S, N. S. has known Lily now for six
years, but she spends so much of her time
at classes or going and coming on the
train from Crewe that very few of the
girls know her well. All we know about
her is that she has light curly hair and is
devoted to her teaching. We wish her suc-
cess in her profession.
VIRGINIA LEE
BEALETON, VA.
E. S. T.; Ellen Bichard's Club.
NANCY ELLYSON LEWIS
LYNCHBUKG, VA.
Mu Omega; W. A. N. K.; Cotillion Club;
Lynchburg Club; Cunningham Literary So-
ciety; News Editor of Focus, 1915-16;
Treasurer Glee Club, 1914-1.5; Vice-Presi-
dent Glee Club; Vice-President of Junior
Class; Deutsher Sprachverein; Poster Club;
Love Set Tennis Club; Business Manager of
Dramatic Club, 1915-16; Chi; Delegate Blue
Ridge.
Just look at her name and you can tell
where she is from, then look at her face
and you can tell what she is. She takes a
great delight in her work and is happiest
when with her first grade. "We feel sure
her life's work will be a grand success.
To lead rather than to be led is Nancy 's
motto. She is independent and loves to
have her own way. In arguments it is
easier
—
yes, much easier—to be convinced
than to convince Nancy. She teaches gym
and the children never were known to
argue with her about which way to turn
at the different commands.
EUNICE RANDOLPH LOGWOOD
BEDrOED CITY, VA.
Mu Omega; W. A. N. K.; Lynchburg
Club; Cunningham Literary Society; Ex-
change Editor of Focus, 1915-16; Treasurer
Glee Club, 1916; President of Arts and
Crafts Club, 1915-16; Love Set Tennis
Club; Dramatic Club; Chi.
MABY MADISON MACON
LONDON BRIDGE, VA.
Gamma Theta; Reporter Argus Literary
Society, Spring 1916; Senior Vice-President
Student Government.
Eunice is one of the shining lights of the
Senior Class (even if she hasn't red hair)
for she gets "A "on all her tickets. ( ?) When
it comes to industrial work, Eunice can
beat all of us and she is running a close
second to Mr. Long. Everyone says Eunice
is a born teacher.
Mary says little, but thinks much. Why
can't we all have good con mon sense like
Mary? Steady, sensible, always ready to
help and yet always ready for a good time.
What a pit}' we haven't more Marys!
MAEJORIE LENA MATHEWS
NEW CHURCH, VA.
Blue Ridge Delegation Club; Critic of
Pierian Literary Society, 1914-15, 1915-16;
Junior Vice-President of Student Govern-
ment, 1914-15; Glee Club; Senior Student
Government Committee, 1915-16; Chairman
of Missionary Committee; Eastern Shore
Club; Chairman of Student Volunteer
Band; Camp Fire Girl.
DIXIE ELIZABETH McCABE
NETTLE RIDGE, VA.
Advafiol Cullesumereents; President
French Club, 1914-15; Southwest Virginia
Club; Editor-in-Chief Virginian; Camp
Fire Girl.
" With hearts and souls we sing to thee,
Our brown-eyed Maiden Majorie^
We wish you luck wherever you be,
From sea to shore and shore to sea. '
'
Just four years ago this little girl from
" Dixie Land " entered our Normal. She
also comes from the land of Fairy Stones
and that's why she is so luckj- when it
comes to—her teachers. Little, I said,
but then she's grown three whole inches
since the Annual went to press.
MAEY NOERIS McCABE
LEESBURG, VA.
Treasurer Kodak Club, 1914-15; KufEner
Debating Society.
KATHERINE MIDDLETON
RICH CREEK, VA.
Kindergartner; Dramatic Club; South-
west Virginia Club; Delegate to Blue
Eidge Conference, 1915; Chairman of Jubi-
lee Committee of Y. W. C. A.; First Vice-
President of Argus Literary Society,
Spring, 1916.
Mary's amiable disposition and willing-
ness to help her fellow students, have won
the friendship of many girls. Her beauti-
ful curly hair has been envied by all
S. N. S. girls. She says she will teach
next year, but she will pardon us if we
predict a trip on the sea of matrimony in
the near future.
Small in the physical sense only is
Katherine, for she has proved to us that
she is big in all other ways. All the
jubilant Y. W. C. A. people recognize her
as their leader, for she is the living incar-
nation of the jubilee. It does one good to
see her little face brighten up when she
smiles.
KATHLEEN McGREGOE MONROE
BKOOKNEAL, VA.
Argus Literary Society; D. I. E. K.
MARY MORRIS
PARMVILLE, VA.
Argus Literary Society; Poster Club; Art
Editor of Virginian.
" Oh! I do wish mama would send me
a box," is Kit Kat's one cry. She likes
to eat, but likes better to talk, and her one
deisre is never to say mean things about
any one. If you want to know whether
this neat little brown-eyed Susan lives up
to her desire or not—well, don 't ask her
roommates.
Behold! Our artist! If you don't be-
lieve it, just look through our Annual, or
get some of the girls to show you sketches
she made of the teachers. For no matter
how uninterested or sleepy the rest of the
class were, Mary was always wide-awake
making sketches of the teachers or plan-
ning pictures for the Annual.
MINNIE MURPHY
MAGNET, VA.
OLIVIA NEWBILL
HASDY, VA.
Advafiol Cullesumereents.
Quiet and dignfied are the two best ad-
jectives to describe Minnie. She is re-
served, too, and if you know her at all,
you must know her rather well. Until j'ou
do this you do not fully realize what a
fine girl she is.
"We rather think Olivia's number of
pupils will be preferably small next year.
There is one little thing which makes us
think it may even be diminished to one,
though of course we cannot say.
HELENE NICHOLS
PORTSMOUTH, VA.
President Y. W. C. A., 1915-16; Blue
Eidge Club; Business Manager Focus,
1914; Critic Athenian Literary Society,
Spring 1915; Corresponding Secretary
Athenian Literary Society, Spring 1916;
Senior Student Government Committee,
1915-16; Secretary and Treasurer Non-
pareil Tennis Club, 1915-16; Arts and
Crafts Club; Vice-President Portsmouth
Club, 1914-15; Advafiol Cullesumercents.
It has been rumored that the gods were
good to us when they brought Heleue. She
is, indeed, a joy to the entire student body.
Always she greets us with a sunny smile
and a warm hand clap that makes us
blush, she is so boyishl3'-feminine. It is
too great a task to try to enumerate all of
Helene's good characteristics, so I'll stop
with the greatest of tributes that can be
paid to any S. N. S. girl—she has a heart
of pure gold.
MARIE ELIZABETH NOELL
JOHNSON CITT, TENN.
Gamma Theta; Delta; Cotillion Club;
Glee Club; Love Set Tennis Club; Presi-
dent Student Body; Junior Vice-President
of Student Body; Secretary Student Body,
1913-14; President of Athletic Association,
1914-15; Tennis Vice-President Athletic
Association, 1913-14; Captain Junior
Basket-Bail Team; Corresponding Secre-
tary of Athenian Literary Society, Fall
1914-15; Y. W. C. A. Cabinet; Delegate to
Blue Eidge; Delegate to Student Volunteer
Movement, 1913; Business Manager Focus,
1913-14.
Marie! Who knows of whom we are
speaking? No one, that name does not
sound familiar at all, for Marie is known
as " Bugs " to the whole school. She is
the most serious among the serious, gayest
among the gaj', most lovable among the
lovable; in short, she is the best all around
girl in the class.
MARGARET WOODS HARRIS PAGE
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA.
Argus Literary Society; B. E. A. N. S.;
Vice-President Albemarle Club; Bufifalo
Camp Fire Girl; R. S. T.; Glee Club.
Margaret comes to us from Albemarle.
She is a prim, little old-fashioned lady
like her great-great grandmother, and you
know an old fashioned girl in these days
is a rare gem.
AGNES THELMA PARKER
FRANKLIN, VA.
Le Cercle Francais; Poster Club; South-
hampton Club; Advafiol Cullesumercents.
One may begin to sleep at the first clang
of the light bell and sleep to the last clang
of the breakfast bell, fill up all vacant
periods with sleep, and even then be un-
able to get enough hours of sleep out of
the twenty-four. Thelma has ever wooed
Morpheus and thus, in worship of this god,
did she spend much of her time as a
Junior, but since she put on the cloak of
dignity befitting a "teaching Senior"
Morpheus has been sadly neglected. Thel-
ma is what one may term brilliant (you
just ought to see her tickets!) and yet
even she finds that " the hard life of
teaching is running us mad." Because
she can learn so easily and make you like
her so well, we predict great things for
her in the future.
ELLEN PAESONS
CAPEVILLE, VA.
JULIA PHILIPS
Vice-President Athenian Literary So-
ciety; Treasurer Athenian Literary So-
ciety; Vice-President Senior Class; Secre-
tary and Treasurer of Athletic Association;
D. L K. K.; J. T. F. U.
I didn 't know that Eastern Shore could
produce fine potatoes and good looking
girls too, but I knew I was mistaken the
minute I saw Ellen. She certainly will
captivate some man's heart with her eyes
even as she has won ours. If character is
judged by looks, Ellen has plenty of it,
but only her best friends can tell you of
her good traits as she is as quiet and sweet
as the war-time ladies were.
Speaking of an all 'round person, that's
" Bigum." Brimming over with wit and
fun she- goes from morning until night, and
she doesn 't even know what the word
study means. She's the best person I
know to go to if you 're blue. I suppose
it is laughing that makes her so fat—ex-
cuse me—I mean plump!
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MAEY CAROLINE POND
WAKEFIELD, VA.
DORIS POBTEE
PORTSMOUTH, VA.
Reporter Athenian Literary Society,
Spring 1915; Poster Club; Dramatic Club;
Portsmouth Club.
She was always sure of her way through
this school, for when she first stepped off
the train without any directions she made
a "B"-line for the State Normal School.
And she has been going her way quietly
through school without even a case to
disturb her. We feel she is going to
succeed in all her work.
Have you met Doris? Well, if you have-
n't, you will know her by this expression,
" Have you seen Dorsey?" She is a
studious little person and her chief hobby
is drawing. Although a meek-looking little
creature, when it conies to arguing, she is
right there.
LUCY POWELL
HAMPTONj VA.
President of Cotillion Club; President
Pierian Literary Society; Love Set Tennis
Club; D. I. E. K.; O. H. E.; Hampton Club;
Glee Club.
GEETEUDE BEAXTON PEINCE
JARRATT, VA.
Lucy Jane is one of those girls who is
just born lucky. What it takes to slip
around the halls at 11 o'clock and never
get caught, she 's got it. She is a tall,
striking-looking girl and from all appear-
ances is very fond of foreign things, foi-
she doesn 't let a day pass without indulg-
ing in Greeks. She is popular and shows
wonderful ability in managing her num-
erous crushes. All in all, she 's a good old
sport.
She looks brave enough, but when it
comes time for a Civics class she actually
trembles and when Civics test time comes
she is simply petrified. At any other time
she's a good companion and always ready
to stop b,y Gilliams and get some of "those
perfectly grand little Spanish peanuts";
that all S. N. S. girls know.
MABEL PRINCE
TALE, VA.
Ellen Eiehard's Club; E. S. T.
Mabel is somewhat of a student and very
obedient to law and duties, but in summing
her up, we have found her to be an all
around good companions, just the sort to
respond when a fellow needs a friend.
ELIZABETH PULLIAM
Treasurer Second Year Class, 1911-12;
Delegate to Y. W. C. A. Conference, Rich-
mond, 1913; Reporter Fourth Year Class,
1914-15; Vice-President Roanoke Club;
Chairman Sewing Committee; Ellen Rich-
ard's Club; French Club; Kodak Club.
Elizabeth can do whatever she "wants to,
—provided she wants to hard enough. In
other words, she is a very dependable per-
son. Aside from that, she can plan more
pranks, help more folks forget their
troubles, get into more scrapes—and get
out again than any other luckless red-
headed person alive. • She vows that no
one will ever marry her, but wherever she
goes she'll always find plenty of friends
and none will be the loser who counts her
a friend.
IRMA TROTTER EANEY
EDGERTON, VA.
Euffner Debating Society.
ALICE TEMPLETON RICHARDSON
FARMVILLB, VA.
Sigma Sigma Sigma Sorority; Cotillion
Club; Poster Club; Delta.
Some folks hate freckles but we love
them here, because we cannot help it—es-
pecially when they are combined with a
lovable girl with a musical talent.
T 's favorite class at the Normal was
the ' ' gym ' ' class—especially the early six
o 'clock morning walks. So dearly did she
love Miss March that she took two extra
gym classes each week during her Senior
Year. We mustn 't forget T 's fondness for
specials, as, spelling, English, etc. All new
girls were struck with T's looks, because
she was so odd a type, but so odd was she
that everyone loved her, whose privilege it
was to know her.
LELIA CRALLE RICHAEDSON
FARMVILLE, VA.
Sigma Sigma Sigma Sorority; Cotillion
Club; Poster Club; Athenian Literary So-
ciety; Assistant Art Editor of Virginian;
Delta.
IRENE ROGERS
WAVERLY, VA.
This girl da.y-dreamed in every class,
until she was called on, then quickly would
her thoughts come back from Columbia
University and the Alumnus H. S. there,
and cente.r on getting on answer for the
question. However, when it comes to draw-
ing—real sure enough art—Lelia is right
there.
Rena is a serious student, who goes
to her work with a view. She is so
wrapped up in the pursuit of her studies
that she hasn't found itnie to take ad-
vantage of the non-intellectual side-shows.
She doesn't have many words to waste
and is a good conversationalist in that, she
is a good listener. She is modest, reserved,
ard pleasant, so all like ner.
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SADIE ROTHWELL
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA.
Secretary of Albemarle Club; Junior
Basket-Ball Team; Senior Basket-Bail
Team; R. S. T.
ELIZABETH ROWE
ACHILLES, VA.
Advafiol Cullesumercents; President of
Euffner Debating Society, 1915; Critic
Ruffner Debating Society, 1916; Open De-
bater, 1915; Representative of Euffners in
Eufifner-Jefferson Open Debate, 1916;
President Gloucester-Middlesex Club; Jun-
ior Basket-Bail Team; Captain Senior
Basket-Ball Team; Nonpareil Tennis Club;
Appomattox Camp Fire Girl; Junior Base-
ball Team.
On the Athletic field she has won great
fame,
For fun of any kind, she is always
Always sweet, alwa3'S true,
Learn to know her and you '11 think so too.
Eowe! Rowe! She's our queen! Cap-
tain of the White and Green! and nobly
have those colors been upheld by this girl
with the kindly twinkling eyes and com-
radeship toward all.
MAEY ESTHEB EUSSELL
"WATERPORD, VA.
" ?
— ! "; Advafiol Cullesumercents.
EUTH KATHEEINE EUSSELL
WATERFOKD, VA.
?
— ! "; Advafiol Cullesumercents.
A quiet, unassuming, lovable girl and
that's Mary Eussell. Mary is a High
School teacher and Math, is her long suit.
We think she will not teach long, for she
likes a certain Park(er) and will soon be
living in the State where sugar cane grows.
Before you come in sight of her you
hear her—somehow she just will talk.
When you finally get in sight of her you
grin—because she's always grinning over
something, work or play. For a girl who
has a big, friendly heart and who has
finished her work at this school and is still
too young to receive her diploma—we refer
you to Euth.
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COENELIA AEMISTBAD SEABUEY
PETERSBXIKG, VA.
Sigma Sigma Sigma Sorority; Mu
Omega; Y. W. C. A. Cabinet; Argus Lit-
erary Society; Cotillion Club; Chairman
Finance Committee, 1915-16; Blue Bidge
Delegate, 1915; D. I. E. K.
BEULAH NAOMA SEDWICK
RILEYVILLE, VA.
Treasurer Glee Club, 1915-16; Reporter
Jefferson Debating Society. 1914-15; Presi-
dent Jefferson Debating Society, 1915-16.
In all the mischief at school Seabury or
Nell (but never Cornelia) did her full
share. The way she could dodge Mrs. Har-
ris on the halls was quite an accomplish-
ment! And the way she fooled those teach-
ers! Original and funny, a few minutes
with her guaranteed to cure any case of
homesickness. Money refunded.
Here you find a lover of music, vietrola
music in particular. Beulah had a Vietrola
in her room and her room was about the
most popular one in school. Can you blame
the girls for loafing in there considering
the company in addition to the music?
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FITZHUGH SHELOE
SALEM, VA.
LUCILE HARRISON SHEPHERD
COVINGTOlM, VA.
n A; President Argus Literary Society,
1915-16; Dramatic Club; Love Set Tennis
Club; J. T. P. U.; Substitute on Senior
Basket-Ball Team; Chairman Social Com-
mittee Y. W. C. A., 1915-16.
'
' Pris, ' ' our comrade and friend, as true
as glittering steel, ' ' Pris ' ' for whom each
of the crowd respect and admiration feel.
Our artist she, and the pet of her drawing
teacher.
Lucile is one of those girls who will
argue with the teachers. It seems to have
a good effect, for when the tickets are
given out she seems to get quite a number
of A's. Lucile, known by friends as
" " always goes to bed at 10
'clock, but she always ' ' nose ' ' what is
going on at S. N. S.
MATTIE SINCLAIR
HAMPTON, VA.
Reporter Pierian Literary Society, Fall
1915; Recording Secretary Pierian Literary
Society, Spring 1916; Hampton Club; D. I.
B. K.
ALICE HOBSON SMITH
CAMP HILL, ALA.
Junior Basket-Bali Team; Senior Basket-
Bail Team; Secretary of Athenian Literary
Society, 1915; B. O. M. O.
Here you find the sweetest and quietest
girl, who always goes her own way with-
out disturbing her fellowmen. But we all
love her quietness in contrast to some of
the loud noises.
A little girl with bright red curls passes
by. " Is she in the training school?" you
ask. And you get the answer, " No, she is
a Senior, teaching in the training school
now. ' ' Surprised ? No wonder, Alice
doesn't look like a tired, worn-out Senior,
and she isn 't. She is just a bright, happy
school girl who is teaching.
EMMA SMITH
ALTAVISTA, VA.
R. S. T.
EUNICE SMITH
NORTH GARDEN, VA.
Censor of Albemarle Club; E. S. T.
Emma is a quiet, studious member of our
class and has pursued her course undis-
turbed by the many happenings around
her. She decides what she thinks is the
right action to take, and then follows her
decision to the end. When she came* to
school she came to learn something and
with this aim constantly before her, she
has gained much from her life at the
Normal.
Who thinks there 's nothing she can do,
Yet always finds this is not true;
A thing which she does not possess
—
The knowledge of self-confidence. '
'
LOIS SMOOT
WOODSTOCK, TA.
Sigma Sigma Sigma Sorority; Beeording
Secretary of Cunningliam Literary Society;
Social Service Committee; Nonpareil Ten-
nis Club; B. E. A. N. S.; Camp Fire Girl;
N. U. T. S.; "?— !"
FLORENCE MINOK SNEAD
OAKTERVILLE, VA.
If you want to see Smoot, watch on the
halls and soon you'll see her strolling along
without a care in the world. Smoot 's a
wonder when it comes to answering ques-
tions on a lesson she has never read over,
her replies are very original. She must
be teaching arithmetic this term in the
training school, else why is she so inter-
ested in banking?
Although it was not in a Maxwell that
we first made Minor's acquaintance (for
her trip in the Maxwell was not very suc-
cessful) yet we have become accustomed
to seeing her around. Seeing may be said
to express her presence for if we depended
on hearing Minor we would be disap-
pointed, for she is entirely too modest to
intrude. It is predicted that teaching will
never be Minor's life occupation.
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RUTH ELIZABETH SOYAES
BRIM, N. C.
Arts and Crafts Club; Kodak Cluti;
Critic Jefferson Debating Society, Fall
1914; Vice-President Jefferson Debating So-
ciety, Spring 1915; Secretary Jefferson De-
bating Society, Pall 1915; Ellen Bichard's
Club; Southwest Virginia Club; B. V. H. S.
This rub3'-headed blonde has been at
S. N. S. for quite a while. She inhabited
that part of the building dedicated to the
Industrial Arts Department, so it will be
with ' ' Long ' ' and reluctant sighs that
she will bid farewell to this part which
is dearest to her heart. Did I hear some
one sa.y she was sarcastic? Well I
she is!
MARY SQUIRE
EMPORIA, VA.
Athenian Literary Society; Glee Club.
A tiny little girl always going at a
brgak-neck speed is Mary to those who do
not know her well; but to those who do,
she is a bundle of fun. Kewpie (or Mary)
can jig and she doesn 't mind doing it if
you are sure none of the home department
are around. She is very, very musical as
any one can tell j'ou.
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NAN STEWART
PORTSMOUTH, VA.
Gamma Tlieta; Treasurer Argus Literary
Society, Fall 1915; Portsmouth Club.
NORA STROHECKER
LAWRENCEVILLE, VA.
Sigma Sigma Sigma Sorority; Mu
Omega; W. A. N. K.; Cotillion Club; Dra-
matic Club; Censor Cunningham Literary
Society, Pall 1915; Arts and Crafts Club;
Poster Club; Benedictine.
A conscientious mass of protoplasm sur-
rounded by plenty of high class gray mat-
ter—but that 's not all of Nan. She re-
minds you sometimes of your grandmother,
and sometimes of your little sister, but
mostly she reminds you of herself. Not
many people like Nan—they all love her.
Very, very quietlj' she creeps into j'our
heart, but once she's there, she stays!
Such a tiny little girl for such a long
name! Don't you remember how the
teachers would say, " Miss-er-Miss Nora-er
—can anyone tell me what this name is?"
That 's how the girls first knew her, but
now they know her because of her dainti-
ness, her dancing, her love for fun, and
—
Oh! yes! her roller skating.
MAEY SWAIN
DANVILLE, VA.
Alpha Sigma Alpha Sorority; Delta;
r. A. N. G. S.; Benedictine; Cunningham
Literary Society; Love Set Tennis Club;
Secretary and Treasurer Athletic Asso-
ciation, 1914-15; Cotillion Club.
LILLIAN TODD
HAMPTON, VA.
Hampton Club; Vice-President of Boster
Club, 1915-16; Camp Fire Girl; Advafiol
CuUesumercents.
There is a saying that " Danville is
noted for it's pretty girls," and we can
well believe it, since Mary is from Dan-
ville. She is a good dancer and dead at-
tractive. Her only failure is that she will
get the ' ' blues ' ' but we ' ' Hopewell '
'
for her in the future.
" Her hair is not more sunny than her
heart." This is true of Lillian, who' goes
about hour after hour, carrying in her
arms the dearest little specimen of a doll
baby, better known as " Kenny." Lillian
is known for her great ability in art,
which she tries to teach to " young Amer-
ica ' ' at the Parmville Bublic School.
More could be said about her for she is
indeed happj' and bright.
DORIS MAYO TUENEE
SUFFOLK, VA.
Buffalo Camp Fire Girl.
GILLIAN SPESSAED WALKEE
UNION, -W. VA.
Argus Literary Society; Nonpareil Ten-
nis Club; B. E. A. N. S.; "?—!"; Advafiol
Oullesumercents.
So small that a puff of wind could blow
her away. Doris must be careful when the
storms and winds come to S. N. S. In
Mr. Garth 's class she always sat on the
front seat and as a result she knows lots
of psychological facts which she is putting
into use in her teaching now. When you
near the Training School this question
greets you, ' ' How do you keep children
interested in their reading lesson?"
Gillian is her full name, but we call her
Gill. If you have word-study please don 't
think she's altogether what her name
signifies. Yes, she does talk a lot—but
we like to hear her. She 's witty, you
know. She came from Union, W. Va., and
we 're inclined to believe that a union of
some sort will be her final destination
—
whether it is the Union one reaches by
train or that union which the term " I
will " makes lasting.
MADELINE MAPP WAEBUETON
WILLIAMSBURG, VA.
Student Association Committee, 1913-14-
15-16—Finance Committee Y. W. C. A.,
1914-]5; Reporter Euffner Debating So-
ciety, Mid-winter 1913-14; President Euf-
fner Debating Society, Spring 1914; Vice-
President Cunningliam Literary Society,
Spring 1914; President Cunningham Liter-
ary Society, Fall 1914? Assistant Editor-in-
chief Focus, 1914-15; Editor-in-Chief Focus,
Spring 1915; Delegate to Blue Eidge, 1915;
Corresponding Secretary Euflfner Debating
Society, Spring 1916; Inter-Society Deba-
ter, Spring, 1916; Scribbler; Critic Euffner
Debating Society, Pall 1915; Advafiol Gulle-
sumercents; First Honor Girl, Senior Class.
She's busy all the time, and " she
doesn't lie about being busy" either.
She's always busy; first, because she does
her work thoroughly and thinks deeply;
and, secondly, because she does much work.
Madeline, we can see your true spirit and
high ideals in your work and
—
your face,
but don 't you think life might mean more
if you'd play once ever so often?
DOEOTHEA WAED
PORTSMOUTH, VA.
Gamma Theta; Delta; Portsmouth Club;
Cotillion Club; Eecording Secretary
Athenian Literary Society, Spring 1916.
Of all the industrious people. Dot is the
most industrious. She knows how to study
and what's more she does it, and what's
still more, she 's the girl who gets all
those "A" tickets. There are two other
occupations dear to her heart, these are
letter-writing and dancing. When she
isn't studying, she's doing one of these,
although we can vouch for her dancing,
you'll have to ask "him" about those
letters.
BLOISE WATKINS
ROCKY MOUNT, N. C.
President of Fourth Year Class, 1913-14;
French Club; Athenian Literary Society.
VIEGINIA WATKINS
MIDLOTHIAN, VA.
Sigma Sigma Sigma Sorority; Secretary
of Senior Class; Assistant Editor-in-Chief
of the Focus; Chairman Social Service
Committee; Y. W. C. A. Cabinet; Secretary
of Junior Class; Secretary Fourth Year
Class; Recording Secretary Athenian Lit-
erary Society, 1914; Treasurer Euffner De-
bating Society, 1914; Cotillion Club; D. I.
E. K.; Blue Eidge Delegate, 1915; F. A.
N. G. S.; Benedictine; N. V. T. S.
Just to meet Eloise you don't realize
her sterling character. Those who know
her well, will vouch for that, she is full of
life and can say the wittiest things at the
most unexpected times.
I asked a girl, " What must I say about
' Little Jennie ' in her write-up. ' ' That
girl replied, ' ' I—don 't—know. There are
so many good things about her. ' ' In short
this popular, little lady has " a sweetness
all her own,"
ELIZABETH WHITE
AMELIA, VA.
President of Amelia Club, 1914-15;
Treasurer of Pierian Literary Society, Fall
1915; Chairman Mission Study Committee
of Y. W. C. A.; Literary Editor of Vir-
ginian; Advafiol Cullesumercents.
MAEGAEET WuNYCOTT
PORTSMOUTH, VA.
Sigma Sigma Sigma Sorority; IT A;
D. I. E. K.; Portsmouth Club; Correspond-
ing Secretary Athenian Literary Society,
1915; Cotillion Club; N. U. T. S.
You know the old Grecian Aristotle, do
you not? Well he's not in the race when
compared with our Aristotle of the Normal.
Elizabeth has this nickname because of her
wisdom? Perhaps—because of her good
work? Maybe—because of her humor,
whether the Grecian was humorous or not?
why certainly!
Peggy was the terror of the home de-
partment, for she always did those things
which she should not have 'done. If
Mrs. Harris did not find Peggy on the halls
after light bell, she immediately went to
her room to see if Peggy were sick or out
of town. Mischievious, jolly and lovable
she is and—well how could we have got
along without her?
CAERIE WOOD
HAMPTON, VA.
Vice-President of Y. W. C. A.; President
of Pierian Literary Society; Cotillion Club;
n A; Delta; Glee Club; Hampton Club.
LTJCILE BEYAN WOODSON
CROZET, VA.
Librarian of Y. W. C. A., 1915; Y. W.
C. A. Cabinet, 1915-16; Delegate Blue
Ridge; Critic Argus Literary Society, Fall
1915-16; Vice-President Albemarle Club,
1914-15; President Kodak Club; President
Albemarle Club; Secretary Poster Club;
Assistant Business Manager of Virginian,
1916.
One would think that a person who was
deciding whether or not she wanted an
'• A. B. " or an "A. M. " would be too
worried to smile. But always with a smile
dependable Carrie goes about this school.
Possibly it 's because she has finally decided
in favor of the " A. M.
"
" Smile and the world smiles with you,
weep and you weep alone ' ' is Betsey 's
motto. Betsey! Yes, that's what we girls
call her. She isn 't especially noted as a
big eater, unless " Honey " is a part of
the menu. Altogether, we can give this
winsome girl with the big brown eyes just
lots. N. B.— 'Tis strange she doesn't like
the boys.
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Class poem
We go, as multitudes have gone before,
With that strange sense of pain and joy.
That saddened sweet, that strange alloy,
That cheers the heart
—
yet wrings it all the wove.
Alas! The paltry echoes we awoke.
Thro ' these high halls now and evermore
Are blended in the human ear
With deeper echoes of a thousand more,
Like waters poured into a lake
That crystal sources ever fill,
We go. The tiny ripples circle spread, then break
Upon a sparkled shore—and all is still.
Perhaps our going hence doth rend in twain
Some friendship which for long hath lain
A thing of beauty in some Lfe.
Such somber musings have no time with us this daj';
Allow no such with us to climb
The heights 'long the wav.
The universal law demands
That man pass from his honors and his lands.
To leave them unto other hands
That may, despite his brilliancj' or worth.
Outdo HIS deeds, outshine them to the earth.
But that fair providence that draws
Us from THIS field by its unwritten laws.
Reveals to us another one, more fair,
And says "Discard this mimic fame.
Make yet a greater name
Your field is there."
Such friendships as we cannot take
Such friendships as these last daj'S break,
Plant deep in memory.
For they belong to thee;
Those hours of pleasure we have cherished deep.
Associations that we fain would keep,
To memory consign,
For they are thine.
So classmates, let go as multitudes
Have gone before. Viccissitude,
That may yet come must cast no shades today.
And, if a pang at parting cloud the way,
Tell to yourself with unabated breath
'
' This is a birthday—not a death. '
'
Then let us live, so that when years
Have passed on with their flights of hopes and fears,
If anj'one of us be named (unknown or famed).
To any other of our class, this one shall look
Back to these days, by memory not forsook,
By years not rendered blurred,
And say, caressing ever}' word,
'
' I went to school with her. '
'
—EUTH Hankins
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ilany, many years have past since the happy
care-free days at dear old S. N. S. As I sit before my
fireside worrying over test papers and wondering what
the next day's lesson may bring forth, my mind con-
tinually reverts to that period of my life. How well
do I recall the day, when, with linees trembling and
hearts beating wildly, we student-teachers answered
the summons to assemble promptly at 12:15 in the
Ninth Grade room of the Training School where the
awe-inspiring Head of that Institution told us in a firm, but gentle tone, that
our days of middy blouses and tennis shoes were past. We were now dignified
Seniors and must allow nothing to detract from the seriousness of our situation.
And again, come to me the memories of our last days together, sweet and
tender and sad; sweet and tender, in that they brought back all the joys of a
schoolgirl's life; sad, in that they brought a full realization of " the parting of
the ways." Following immediately upon this, do I not remember how eager we
were to be out in the great free world to make our fortunes or perhaps to mar ?
It is all too true now; we are out in the world that seemed so big and
strange. And what would I not give to return again to the dear old Normal,
where I might sit contentedly while Dr. Millidge spins his yarns and tells his
jokes, or tremble like a leaf as I rise to give my oral report, or might I once more
be allowed to " see pictures " in Miss Wheeler's classroom. I used to wonder
what that window was made of, for it seemed to portray the whole universe for
ages past to some, while to others of us, more unfortunate, it was only a glass
pane and no amount of word-painting on the part of our instructor could
induce us to see it differently. " The Hound of Heaven " still brings to my
mind a long, lank greyhound reclining in a mass of fleecy white cloi;ds. up in the
sky, for that was the only impression it could ever make on my intellect.
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But my poor dears! I simply must grade their papers tonight; and I'm
afraid I do not finish much faster for my dreaming. " ** *
Oh ! What on earth ? From whence eometh this great white figure ? The
Mords of " Hamlet " rush o'er me:
Angels and niiuisters of grace, defend us!
Be thou a spirit of health or goblindanined.
Bring with thee airs from Heaven or blasts from hell,
Be thj' intents wicked or charitable,
Thou comest in such a questionable shape
That I will speak with thee.
" Fear not," quoth the figure, " I am the ghost of thy greatgrandsire and
would do thee no harm. To me is given the power to see what transpires beneath
the canopy of Heaven but not to speak with mortal man. However, in thee I find
a kindred spirit ; hence, I come to tell thee what thou dost wish above all else to
know. In thy dreaming this eve thou wert wondering where the pathways of
thy classmates have led. Is this not so ?
"
It is indeed ; more than all else, I would know this.
" Well, if thou wilt keep thy consciousness free of all worldliuess. that tale
I will unfold. Make thy mind a perfect blank that my thoughts may be trans-
ferred to thee. In thy mouth will I place words, and not till these words are
spoken canst thou fully appreciate the pictures of thy schoolmate's lives."
Ah ! I feel myself slowly, yet surely slipping, slipping—sinking—sink-
ing into oblivion
.
What is this massive structure rising up before me? Can it be possible?
Yes, it is—the grand old Normal—in truth, but not in name, for it is now the
Virginia State College for Women. Its fame has spread far and wide, and
consequently, its dormitories are filled to overflowing, as of old. yet now the
student body is composed of girls from every corner, not only of this country,
but of the entire globe. An evidence that the " equal suffrage " bill has long ago
passed Congress is the fact that, instead of Mr. Atkinson, I now see Ruth
Edwards diligently patrolling the campus as if it has been her life-long duty.
Another confirmation of the " rule of woman " is indicated by the one who
holds the president's chair. In government alTairs, presiding with such grace
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and dignity, is no other than our beloved Student Body President, " Buggs "
Noell. Always at her right hand is her faithful companion and private secretary.
Nan Stevvai"t.
! I wonder could there be others of my classmates there ?
I hear a gentle rap as of a pencil on the d lor and her awe-inspiring voice
calling, " "Why were you not at breakfast?" To—whom? Nell Seabury natur-
ally, for she has returned to have a gay time and take the college course
—
incidentally. How often have I heard that same gentle rap and seen that same
red shawl on that same ]Mrs. Harris! No, indeed; it is now " Biggun " Philips,
of all people, who calls the girls to account for absence at meals. Seated in the
Home office calmly knitting socks for the poor soldiers is Elizabeth Rowe, who,
after many attempts, has at last secured the position of her choice, chaperoning
girls to the dentist's office. In the dining-room an elaborate dinner, such as ours
on Thanksgiving and Valentine's Day, has been prepared by Annie Gatling.
Head of the Culinary Department. A glance into the Library reveals some one
seated at the desk making twice as much noise pounding on the table for the
girls to be quiet as they could ever make with their whispering. The alarm
clock goes off and the person at the desk, perfectly furious, sends a crowd of
" gigglers " from the room. I almost faint with surprise when she turns around,
for behold ! It is Dandridge Blakey !
Again, I see the Training School, and a peep into the Kindergarten shows
the supervisor, so gentle and loving, bending over the babies at their work. A
smile here and a kind word there puts an end to their sorrows and they go
cheerily on with their play. In truth, Katherine Jliddleton is a second Miss Mix.
In the Eighth Grade room a petritied student teacher tremblingly receives her
criticism from Miss Ellen Goodwin. From the hallway below comes the sound
of the Victrola playing " Stars and Stripes," " Washington and Lee Swing."
and others, always some march ; but I am not at all surprised when I see Grace
Armstrong there and remember her fondness for a March. Nor am I am more
surprised when, on opening the school catalog, among the many changes I observe
the word Supervisor in the Fourth Grade to have been changed to Foreman, for
Mary Downey is in charge of it. As Agricultural Instructor, I find JIadeline
Warlnirton, who with her associate, Virginia Lee, is most efficiently managing
the Demonstration Farm for Prince Edward Countv.
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The scene shifts to several lovely new homes in and around the little city
of Farmville. I see in the distance a dainty vine-covered cottage in Cumberland,
and find that it is the happy home of her who was once my classmate. Hazel
Cobb. There were few girls in school for whom was predicted a brighter future
than Julia Brittingham, yet I behold her in the cherished old school town
perfectly contended with one Acre. Nearby is a rustic cabin where Annie Allen
delights to spend her winters. I wonder at this, but it seems that her supreme
delight is to dwell anywhere near a Woods. On the outskirts of Farmville stands
a neat bungalow, the home of the one masculine member of our class, Mr. Ray-
mond V. Long. He deserted the Industrial Arts Department immediately upon
our leave-taking and very much to our surprise—and contrary to rumor—retired
to his little farm where he now resides with the old hens.
I catch a sight of the most wonderful city of Virginia, Hopewell, and in
its midst, many of ray classmates. Lillian Todd, having risen to the position of
Principal of the High School, has associated with her in the intellectual enlighten-
ment of the cofsmopolitan population, ilabel Prince and Doris Porter in the
Primary Department, while in the Intermediate Grades the patience of Ellen
Parsons and Ruth Jamison is being taxed to the utmost by little foreign " brats."
Esther Bowles, becoming infatuated with a handsome young gentleman soon after
her departure from us in January, 1916, has made her residence in the suburbs
of this " wonder city." Here, Eleanor Daughtery aids her husband, a Baptist
preacher, in the spiritual uplift of mankind. In the heart of a German settle-
ment, " toiling manfully " day after day, Brenda Griffen, becaiase of her love of
that Teutonic race, helps the poor unfortunate creatures to live cleaner and
better lives.
The colossal edifice of the Congressional Library shadows my vision and
I realize that some of my classmates have found their life work in the capitol city
of our nation. " Betsy " Woodson, having gained valuable experience in the
library of the Y. W. C. A., is a most capable Head Librarian. On the table of
fashion books I catch a glimpse of two familiar faces. Yes, indeed, Margaret
Caldwell and Irene Cooper are models in Vogue. On the sporting page of the
New York Times I see the likeness of Sadie Rothwell, world's champion woman
pitcher, and in its columns are often found the names of Eunice Smith, Gertrude
Prince, and Louise Hundley. I am startled to discover on the " Latest Books "
stand a sensational novel, " The Case of an Anderson " by Mozelle Elizabeth
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Braden. Another of the newest productions is " Stover at Parmville "—no
sequel to " Stover at Yale "—by the famous authoress, " Gill " Walker.
My mind wanders from the Library to an immense Amusement Park where
myriads of electric lights turn darkness into day. In front of one of the largest
buildings the world-famed toe-dancers, Aurelia Kayton and Mary Williamson
draw great throngs of people into " Bright Lights." A glance inside reveals
these " Bright Lights " to be none other than Ruth Soyers and Alice Smith,
whose brightness was wont to illumine the whole school. In the center of the Park
(relating thrilling and " hair-breadth " experiences) stand " Mutt and Je(Y
"
whom a close scrutiny reveals to be Nancy Lewis and Eunice Logwood sticking
even closer together—if that were possible—than in the " days of yore." One
entire end of the grounds is converted into a huge skating rink, and I am not
greatly surprised to see Lelia Richardson at the ticket window when I recall
her former weakness for " Rinks." It gives me extreme satisfaction to recognize
in Nora Strohecker at least one girl who is not afraid of a Mouse. Such is her
love for these creatures that she has on display as one of the amusements, the
only wonderful " Trained White Mice " in existence. Wandering aimlessly
about, and loitering around the entrance Mary Russell—from all indications
—
still retains her love for a Park(er).
Among m.y lucky friends who have risen to dazzling heights of fame are
Ruth Hankins who, always setting her goal higher, is now at the head of Emerson
School of Oratory, and Olivia Newbill, who controls the most wonderful Bio-
logical collection in the United States, while Myrtle Dunton, whose name is
seen on the most beautiful Victrola records, charms all by her clear, high voice.
I see a large classroom where the pupils are walking to and fro uttering the
words " ambulo," " ambulas," " ambulat," and finally it dawns upon me that
Rita Hatcher and Hattie Curling are teaching Latin in Kennedy College by the
direct method. Where the picturesque Hudson flows gently by is a large amphi-
theater, and there Marcella Barnes sings her way into the hearts of thousands
of people. Far over the seas IMarjorie Matthews labors incessantly with benighted
heathen nations. Another of our number engaged in active Christian service is
Helene Nichols, now National Y. W. C, A. President. When I behold her going
about her work in a little '' cheese-box " I am certain that she will never give
up her Ford.
Crossing the x^tlantie Ocean, I catch sight of Lois Sinoot, who growing
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tired of her old lovers, has eloped with a New-man and is now fleeing from the
wrath of an irate father. Their enthusiasm over the French language has led
the Fulton twins and Ettie Fearing to " gay Paree " where they have established
a young Ladies' Seminary of the American type, in which Louise is able to
make good use of her instruction in physical ed. I see " Aristotle " "White
studying intensively the architecture of her native country, Greece, and as she
goes from place to place she gathers relics of the old Greek art. Wandering aim-
lessly about, first on the snow-capped Alps in Switzerland, then down in sunny
Italy, I behold Josie Guy. a veritable shadow of ]\Iiss Walker.
Other familiar faces now rise out of the darkness and portraj' their paths
of life. Sweetly and lovingly, Julia Chamblin brightens the home of a young
rural preacher in the northern portion of our State. Margaret Barnard dutifully
cares for the sick in a large New York Hospital, having left the teaching profes-
sion for nursing, that she might have the privilege of managing more cases.
After many vain attempts, Zozo Dixon has at last secured a Suitor to suit her
;
while Mae Cox reigns supreme as a queen in the heart of a King—though not of
the noble families of Europe. In a wild mountain district of western Kentucky,
Katherine Cover now engages in Sabbath School extension work. I wonder what
has caused Such a reformation, for, if I remember correctly, this girlie, like
many others, preferred a siesta on Sunday mornings. Lula Jones ? Yes, it has
all come about to that light-hearted, happy lassie as we had expected, and she
at present bears the name of " Worsham. " Unspeakable, inexpressible joy and
bliss is written on the countenance of Isadore Gills, and no more is needed to
inform me of the presence of " Just Willie." In a sleepy Virginia community
is a cottage " painfully neat." With a half dozen cats purring on the hearth-rug
and a parrot asleep on his perch, dozing by the fire-side sit two old maids, their
hair screwed up in a tight little hard knot on top of the head. The.se I recognize
to be—surely this is not so—Ruth Russell and Louise Chiles. Alas! Sometimes
Dame Rumor plays us false.
Iloho ! What do I see ? Why, before me comes the vision of the Virginia
State Teachers ' Association, and seated in different parts of the room are all the
rest, every single girl of the class of 1916. To think that of all the " air
castles " built in those far off days, all of these should have tumbled to earth.
—]\I. Helen Gray.
XTbe IRew Books ***1bi8toncal Morks
Getting Acquainted—By New Arrivals.
Friendly Publishing Co.— 18.5 pp. (111.) $0.00.
An attempt to formulate plans whereby the new girls should get
acquainted, was made by individual members and by various organizations of
the State Normal School, Farmville, Virginia, in the fall of 1914. The Young
"Women's Christian Association gave teas in the home-like Association room,
while the Juniors had a party in the "gym" at which the girls were given dolls as
favors and the "boys" were presented with horns. The author sets forth very
vividly the friendly spirit which prevailed.
The Reformation—By Advanced Thinkers.
ri.OORESSIVE rUBLISIUNG CO.—oOO Jip. .$3.00.
Of all the books which have been written recently on history, this is among
the most remarkable. Here we have the reforms which took place in the fall of
1915; refornis in Student Government, namely, no visiting during study hour;
reforms in literary societies, namely, rushing abolished and a new system of
inviting girls to become members inaugurated ; and reforms in certain phases of
Christian Association work. We advise our readers without any reservation to
read this unusual story.
Our Great Men—By Us.
Two-Year's Publishing Co.—.56.5 pp. (111.) $2.00.
The central figures in this truthful tale are Messrs Gai'th and Long. The
former was the first man to have the degree of J. M. conferred upon him. This
tale then continues that Mr. Garth thought it best to seek greater opportunities,
so went elsewhere. The next year Mr. Raymond Long was the recipient of the
degree of S. M., and as this writer states it, "did his work faithfully and well,
not only acting as big brother to one hundred and thirt.v-seven girls but also
making provisions so that these girls should have one who would be as a big
sister to them."
The Bluest vs. The Brightest Page in the History of Senior Athletics—By Rivals.
March Publishing Co.
An account of the Seniors of 1916 losing in basket-ball contests both when
they were Juniors and later as Seniors covers the bluest page. However, their
triumphs on Field Day in the Spring of 1915 and in the Spring of 191(5 cover the
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brightest page and illumine all other pages in this description. If in search of
exciting tales of valor and skill and plays in haseball, wliich rival tliose of the
big leagues, get this book.
A', Y, Z—By Teaching Seniors.
Duke Publishing Co.—In two volumes. (111.) $?.
This is a book treating of perplexities, of apperceptive bases, of teachers'
and pupils' aims, of conferences, of observations and such privileges as these
which come only to teaching Seniors. The authors give it the title "X, Y. Z, "
—
unknown quantities, because these symbols represent the state of mind of the
Senior when she enters the Training School. Slie soon discovers, however, that
X equals lesson plans, Y, supervisors, and Z, practice teaching; and that the
greatest of these is Z.
Late Diplomatic Relations Between the Ihiler of Senior-Land and the Dwellers
Therein—By A Little Bird.
Tactful Publishing Co.—650 pp.
Truly this is a record of misunderstandings, of vociferations; then of
understanding and gentleness, and later of joyful pilgrimages from Senior-Land
to the home country. The dwellers in Senior-Land had received as an heritage
from their predecessors the idea that a holiday should be given them in the
Spring. The Ruler of this Land showed the dwellers that this "holiday" was a
privilege he had granted them, and was not theirs by right. The question of a
"holiday" was finally settled to the satisfaction of both parties concerned. This
story is closely related to The Man We Love.
The Man We Love—By The Whole School.
Heart Publishing Co.—600 pp. $4.50.
A story of a man who for many years has been as a father to man_y girls,
and by his kindness and firmness won the love and respect of all. This is, in
fact, a biography of Dr. J. L. Jarman, President of the State Normal School,
Farmville, Virginia.
Happy Events in My Schord History—By Author of " Backward Glances."
Memory Publishing Co.
" Miss Fearless and Company," a Hallowe'en reception given to the Seniors
by the Juniors, Glee Club performances. Young Women's Christian Association
pageant. Dramatic Club plays. Star Course, Cobum Players, Literary Society
plays, Shakespeare pageant. Commencement—all are described in this story.
Bacl.ward Glances—By One Graduated.
Memory Publishing Co.
Entertaining reminiscences of an old-time Normalite. The author asks,
" Do you remember the feeling which crept over one as the words ' Holy night,
silent night ' floated through the darkness early in the day on which you were
to leave school for your first ' home-going '? Do you remember the inspiration
and ' practiealization ' the delegates to Blue Ridge and the representatives at the
First Student Government Conference of Southern Colleges brought back with
them? You haven't forgotten, have you, the parties, bacon-bats, oyster roasts,
walks to Little Buffalo, and the store across the way where our nickels went?
And how about the dancing in ' gym ' at night, the gathering around the rotunda
to sing popular songs, the excitement of being pulled from X's closet after light-
bell? And I know you haven't forgotten the girls, the fun, and then the farewells
in June. Do you remember?"
Tlic Challenge of the Future—By Life Itself.
Stern Eeality Publishing Co.—$4.50.
After all, life is serious. There is a place for everyone, and if everyone
does not fill his or her place, small though it may be, the great plan of the Master
is not completed. Gazing into the future, untried, inexperienced, hopeful, ex-
pecting—everything, getting—no one knows what. Life Itself leaves our girl
graduate. However, the author. Life Itself, tells her there is a challenge in the
future, and that her Alma Mater is expecting her to meet this challenge bravely,
to find—and to fill her place.
—Helene Nichols
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5La8t Mill anb tiestament
We, the Senior Class of 1916, of the State Normal School, Farmville,
Virginia, on this, the 6th clay of June, realizing the controversies that might arise
should we depart without a final disposition of all property, do hereby declare
this to be our Last Will and Testament :
-Each Senior to some little Junior
Gives her place in the Training School
—
Manj' a plan—"Methods and Man"
—
And kids that obey every rule.
-There is one who has done so much for us
Our President, true and strong
—
To him we give our devotion and love,
And loyalty all our life long.
-To prepare them for the emergencj',
With which they may again have to grapple
—
We give to the Faculty two hours a week.
For practice in marching from chapel.
-To Mr. Long, our honored " Big Brother,"
We leave many hours of pleasure,
With farms and chicks and auto and tricks,
And happiness "to them" without measure.
-To Mr. Duke, our Principal and Director,
Who caused us to shiver and shake,
We give a " Cloak of Invisibility,"
That each Junior an "A" may make.
-Since with warning and notes we've filled it all up,
We feel that we 're bounded by duty
—
To give to the office and Miss Jenny Tabb,
A large brand new " Black Beauty.''
-To talkative, dear old Dr. Mill edge.
Whose classes are ever a pleasure
—
Two extra hours in every day,
To tell .jokes at his leisure.
-To Miss Munoz, our teacher of music,
Who at our singing groans
—
We bequeath to her of our own invention,
A cure for " Monotones."
g^gc l^ir^inion"
Item 9—To Miss Dunn, who has charge of Coiii-se Five
—
The course in Rural Education,
We bequeath a few more Bulletins,
For use in an}' situation.
Item 10—To Mr. Easou—our Biology fiend
—
A crank on sanitation
—
A supply of " Germ-Proof Bottles," good
To use for " The Next Generation."
Item 11—To Miss Maude Taliaferro, dear.
Whom noises worry so,
We bequeath a ' ' Sound Absorber ' ' clear,
For her use where 'er she go.
Item 12—To Miss Mary White, the Head of the House,
Who on shoes the mud abhors
We leave a score of little boot-blacks.
To give shines at all the doors.
Item 13—To Mrs. Jamison, our Housekeeper,
AVhosg (Tiniiea'S can't be beaten,
We give eight hundred crates of " eggs,"
To replace those that we've eaten.
Item 14—To Mrs. Harris and Mrs. Slater,
Who make us put out our light,
We leave an " Automatic apparatus,"
To hold girls in bed at night.
Item 1.5—To Mrs. Berger, so meek and so mild.
Who helps to feed the School
\Ve leave a little ' • Brown Dog, '
'
To drive away the ' ' Pink Mule.
Item 16—To the whole Student Body, and all those to conie-
May they have lots of both work and fun
—
We give a life-size portrait true,
Of our dear President Jarman.
Witness the following signatures:
E. Louise CJiilcs. President
Julia I. Phillips, Vice-President
Lula M. Jones, Secretary
Virejiiiia W. Watliiis, Treasurer
Marfjaiet Byrom, Reporter
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Zbc jfamous ®^6ter IRoast
Oysters, oysters,
First, you put them on the fire,
Then you open with a wire,
Oysters, oysters,
Zizzle!! Zizzle! Zizzle!!
Oh! You oysters.
The music rang clear, and merrily, from the throats of one hundred and
fifty happy seniors, who, having laid aside their looks of dignity, were entering
into the spirit of the occasion, with hearts light and gay. And what was the
occasion? Why, listen and I'll tell you.
Up at the Normal School, the class of stately seniors, took it upon them-
selves to add unto their number, a wise and mighty counselor, knowTi as Mr. Ray-
mond Long. Many pleasant moments did he give the class, and words of wisdom
and advice did he expound to them. One night while thinking of his senior
class, and realizing their love of sport, he decided that he would make glad their
hearts with a real, true oyster roast.
The next day, our beloved class president, told the band of stately seniors
of the delightful feast in store for them, given by our " Senior Man." At 3:45
the girls, clad in white middy-suits, sweaters, and caps, assembled in front of the
auditorium, quite as excited as any crowd of children would be, who are going
in search of adventure. When the signal for the start was given, the girls,
marching off in groups of threes and fours, began to enter into the fun, which,
beginning at that moment, continued for the rest of the evening.
Drawing near the spot known as " Lithia Springs," the girls were greeted
with a wonderful sight. Over in the distance, among the trees, could be seen
burning brightly and cheerfully, two huge fires. Now and then, white-capped
and white-aproned figures, could be seen moving here and there. The girls,
urged on by the scene, moved quickly to the spot. How they did laugh as they
recognized that the white-capped figures were no other than their teachers and
friends—Messrs. Lear, Somers, Coyner, and Duke—who were surely making
model chefs ! What a merry time the girls did have ! ! Seated "in rings around
the fire, watching the oj'sters roasting in the bright flames, they sang, cheered,
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and ate oysters to their heart 's content. Song after song arose as the night grew
darker, the fire burned brighter, and their hearts beat lighter.
Eaymond, Raymond,
First you feed us oysters,
Then you feed us coffee,
Eaymond, Raymond,
Thank you!!! Thank you!!! Thank you!!!
For your oysters;
And then
Chefs, Chefs
First you build a little fire.
Then you put them on a wire,
Chefs, Chefs
Thank you!!! Thank you!!! Thank you!!!
For your work, well done.
Having spent a merry hour or two before the bright fire, they were soon,
oh ! so soon, told that they must depart to the Normal.
Before leaving, the happy seniors, cheered for their senior man, the
wonderful chefs, their class, and the Normal. As they walked back to the school,
in the starry night, the following songs floated in the air
:
He's just the man that we've been looking for
A—long—long—while;
He's just the man that we've been looking for,
He's just our style
—
Mr. Long is his name.
And he '11 surely win fame-^
Fame for tlie Senior Class.
He's just the man that we've been looking for,
A—long—long—while.
They say that Mr. Long, he ain 't got no style.
He's got style all the while.
He 's got style all the while.
They say that Mr. Long, he ain't got no style;
He's got style all the while—all the w-h-i-1-e.
Three cheers for Farmville, S. N. S.,
Three cheers for Farmville Normal,
Cheer for our Farmville,
Cheer S. N. S.
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Having reached the school, the tired, out happy band of seniors, entered
into the following song, with vim and force.
As we come to the end of our perfect day,
And stand busy with our thoughts,
As the bell rings out with its carols gay,
To end the joy that our day has brought;
Do we think to ourselves what this perfect daj',
Has meant to our happy hearts,
When the sun sank down with its flaming rays.
For our feast we had to depart.
Well, this has been a perfect day,
And a happy journey, too.
And it leaves us with hearts that are big and strong,
And thoughts that are kind and true,
For memory has painted this perfect day,
with colors that n 'ere will fade.
As we think at the end of this perfect day,
of the joy that our friend has made.
And so ended one of the many happy days for the Senior Class of 1916.
P. S.—Many of the above songs are perfectly original, made up as they
were on the spur of the moment, bj' the class.
—HaeeiETTE V. CUEbING (1916)
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Junior Class
Motto :
Flowek : Daisy
We work that we may serve '
'
Colors: Gold and White
OFFICERS
NAOMI DUNCAN
LENA SOMEES....
ETHEL EMSWILER
MARION LINTON
ESTHER COVINGTON
MR. EASON
Julia Abell
Ruth Abell
Lucille Arrington
Annie Ayre
Irene Ayre
Sue Ayres
Elsie Bagby
Mabel Barnes
Evelyn Barrow
A NNA Berlin
Ethel Bland
May Blankenship
Ruth Blanton
Bettie Board
Thelma Bobbit
T guise Bondukant
Kathleen Bondura; t
Grace Bonney
Evelyn Breedlove
Mae Brinklby
Mary Brinkley
Yates Browne
Majorie Bryant
Irene Buckman
Mildred Bulifant
Bessie Burgess
Margaret Butler
Helen Cahill
Mattie M. Carter
Melva Carter
Mamie Carwile
Mattie Sue Carter
Jeannette Carney
Gladys Canter
Eddie- Copps
CLASS ROLL
Sarah Charters
My'rtis Chapin
Katherine Chamberlin
Edith Cherry
Matilda Clarke
Ruth E. Cooke
Ruth R. Cooke
Minnie Coplan
Lucille Cotton
Helen Coverston
Esther Covington
Carrie Cowherd
Verlina Crawley
Elsie Crichton
Marion Cobb
Aline Cole
Gertrude Criser
JosiE Croasdale
Virginia Darden
Lucy Davis
Thomasia Deitrick
Anna Derr
Dorsey Dodd
Bertha Dolen
I EE Drummeller
Louis Drummeller
Grace Dugger
Gladys Duncan
Naomi Duncan
Hope Dunton
Arah Easterday
Katie Edmunds
Mildred Edwards
Ethel Emswiler
Alice Eubank
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President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Reporter
Honor \RY Member
Lois Eustler
Judith Fenner
Tena Ferguson
Lottie Ferrell
Ruth Fowler
LuciLE Garter
Virginia Gates
LUCILE Geddy
Virginia Graves
Ruth Gregory
Bessie Green
Nell Hamilton
Gladys Hansbrougii
Helen Harris
Aileen Hayes
Lois Henderson
Rosa Henderson
Elizabeth Henry
Mary Hester
Margaret High
JONNIE Hiner
Julia Holt
Helen Horton
Conway Howard
Ruth Howaud
Ruth Hudgins
Mary Hutchins
Gwendolyn Jackson
Margaret Jesser
Gypsie Johnson
GilACE Johnson
Lottie Johnson
ViRGiE Johnson
Elise Jones
Eve Jones
TOr^inion'
Mahy Joyner
Jessie Kellam
EuTH Kennedy
Julia Key
Laura Kice
LeClaike King
Margaket Kikkpatrick
Mary Kikkpatrick
Agnes Knightley
Elizabeth Lake
Bertha Lauglieb
IRMA Leary
Marion Linton
Annie Loving
Eugenia Lundie
Maggie McPeak
Elvira Maclin
EoSALiE Main
Elizabeth Malcolji
Yekna Marshall
Edna Massenbuko
Virginia Mayo
Juliette Mayo
Ethel Maynard
Rose' Meister
Laura Mekedith
LlLLIAX MiCKLE
Florence Middletox
Agnes Miller
Mollie Moore
Shannon Morton
Bessie Motley
Francis Moomaav
Agnes' Murphy
Agnes E. Murphy
Lottie Myers
Flossie Nairne
Mary Noel
Natalie Nottingham
Lillian Obenshain
Mary Orgain
Jessie Overton
Louise Owen
Salma Owen
Katherine Pannill
My'rtle Parker
Viva Paulette
Pearl Payne
Janet Peek
Mary Peele
Mary Pettit
Naomi Prillaman
Alice Pugh
Elizabeth Pugh
Irene Pugh
Sallie Rawlings
Ruth Reynolds
Fannie Riddick
Minnie Riddick
Catherine Riddle
Mary Rives
ALMA Robertson"
Ellen Robertson
Hattie Robertson
Ruth Robinson
vix rucker
Mary Sandidge
Ruth Serpell
Nancy Shelor
Bessie Shepakd
Alma Shorter
Ruby Sibley
Margaret Sinclair
Marion Sledd
Florence Smith
Stuart Sneed
Gay Somers
Lena Somers
Emily Spence
Bernice Spencer
C'ARLiE Stephens
Frances Stovek
Jessie Strickler
Ethel Surface
Floyd Stanley
Maude Sutherland
Maxine Sutherland
Levise Thacker
Bertha Thomas
Katherine Timberlake
Lucy Tkeakle
Dorothy Truitt
Gladys Tucker
Alta Turner
Annie Turpin
Mary Upson
Louise A'aden
Ocelia Watkins
Grace Walker
Mary Ellen White
Miriam Whitehead
Marguerite Wiatt
Ethel Willey
Lucy Williams
Thelma Wills
Kathleen, Wimbish
Dana Wise
Evelyn Wood
Kate Woolridge
Hattie Woolridge
Mattie Zimmerman
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JFourtb l^ear dlass
Motto: "Rowing, not drifting
COLORS: Red and White
JOSEPHINE GLEAVES...
DOUGLAS ARTHUR
PAULINE BLOXTON
JOSEPHINE DANIELS...
ELIZABETH HARRIS
President
..Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Reporter
Mattie Abraham
Lucille Ackiss
Douglass Arthur
Helen Authuk
Mart Barnes
Susie M. Barnett
Martha Bass
Mary Bell
Nilla Berger
Irving Blanton
Pauline Bloxton
Thelma Bobbit
Emma Burton
Jessie Burton
Martha Butcher
Myra Bryant
Sue Bryant
Hylah Camp
Sue Camp
Annie Lee Carter
Elizabeth Clements
Emma Clovel
Mary Cocke
Elizabeth Cooke
Della Covington
Amelia Ruth Cox
Gertrude Criddle
Edna Crowder
Hattie Daniel
Josephine Daniel
Lou Carter Daniel
Elizabeth Davis
Neva Davis
CLASS BOLL
Mattie Love Doyne
Arah Gay Easterday
Eleanoke Elmore
Alice Everett
Susan Ewell
Martha Poster
Mary Garnett
Nellie Garett
Ruth Garett
Bessie Garrison
Bettie Gates
Katie Giddens
Belle Gilliam
Josephine Gleaves
Josephine Hannah
Elizabeth Harris
RiLLE Harris
Ida Harvey
Mattie Hasting
Ruth Hatch
Amelia Hatchette
JosiE Henderson
Florence Hunt
Nestia Inman
Gertrude Kennedy
Edna Kent
Catherine King
Mary Lancaster
Elma Lane
Elizabeth Lewis
Mary Lewis
Evelyn Lovelace
Maggie McPeak
Alice Marshall
Neta Marshall
Grace Hears
Mabel Milstead
Kathleen Moorman
Louise Morgan
LURLINE MORING
Charlotte Myrick
Eline Norman
Bernice Nuckles
Blanche Powers
Marie Price
Rosa Putney
Alice Rakes
Ruth Ranson
Adele Reese
Virginia Rich.\rdson
Judith Shumate
Ethel Simms
Frances Smith
Georgie Seward
Mary Smith
Susie Massie Snead
RlTEY Stallings
Hattie Stephenson
Margaret A'aughan
Geraldine Wallace
Katherine Watkins
Emma White
JosiE Whitehead
Frances Williamson
Mary Willis
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Ublrb 15ear Class
MoTTO; " Working our way to Seniors
Colors: Ciimson and Gray Flowei; : 8\veet Peas
OFFICERS
AGNES MILES ...President
MAEY TIDWELL Vice-President
HENNIE HARRISON Secretary
VIVIAN BOONE Treasurer
SALLY AVILKINS Reporter
CLASS BOLL
Marguerite Alexandria
Catherine Armstrong
Martha Armstrong
Ruth Bakrow
Lessie Bell
Christine Blackwell
Vivian Boone
Pattie Buford
Thelma Bullock
Mary Lee tarter
Mary Catlett
Caroline Chewing
Mabel Coleman
Kate Cox
Beulah Canody
Elsie Edwards
Ethel Foster
Ruth Fudge
Louise Garrett
Ida Lee Gray
Claka Green
Hennie Harrison
JosiE Henderson
Blanche Jones
Rosa M. Jones
CLADY'S Joyner
Christine Lacey-
Frances Lipscomb
Robbie Lochridge
Laura Lowe
Dorothy McCraw
Eva ;Marshall
Byrd Micheaux
Agnes Miles
Edith Miles
Elizabeth Morris
Louise Morris
Jean Morris
Mattie Morris
Lela O'Neal
Mary Pharr
Edna Putney^
Daphne Rawls
Lema Rice
Lottie Ridout
Jaxie Sanderson
Catherine Shields
Nellie Somers
Mary Sawyers
Phillippa Spencer
Eva Staton
Marguerite Surber
Louise Tracker
Annie Tompkins
Mart Tidewell
Dorothy Tilson
Annie Via
ROSELIA WATKINS
Princess Watkins
GussiE Wood
Agnes Wells
JIyrtle Wells
Alma Whitlock
Sally AVilkins
Oula Wilkerson
irARGiE Wood
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Stubent Hseociation
The purpose of the Association shall be to preserve
the Student honor and to further the interests
of the Students so far as it lies within its power.
EXECUTIVE BOARD
MAEIE NOEL President
MAEY MACON Senior Vice-President
CONWAY HOWARD Junior Vice-President
ESTHER COVINGTON Junior Vice-President
KATIE GIDDENS Secretary
SENIOR COMMITTEE
AMEL14 Bain Mary Macon
Eva Brooks Makjorie Mathews
Mary Darby Marie Noel
Helen Grey I-Telene Nichols
Florence Hall Madeline Warburton
JUNIOR COMMITTEE
Helen Cahill Jonnie Hinner
Esther Covington Conway Howard
Judith Fenner Lillian Obenshain
FOURTH YEAR
Myra Bryant Katie Giddens
Adele Reese
THIRD YEAR
Mary Catlett Alva Marshall
SECOND YEAR
Julia Morris May Becket
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ifocus Staff
19151916
HELEN GRAY Editor-in-Chief
VIEGINIA WATKINS Assistant Editor-in-Chief
EUTH ROBINSON Literary Editor
PRANCES STOVER Assistant Literary Editor
JONNIE HINER Business Manager
FRANCES MOOMAW Assistant Business Manager
KATIE EDMUNDS Assistant Business Manager
EUNICE LOGWOOD .Exchange Editor
LILLIAN OBENSHAIN Assistant Exchange Editor
NANCY LEWIS News Editor
EDITH MILES Assistant News Editor
THELMA BLANTON ('13) Alumnae Editor
GERTRUDE WELKEE ( '15) Assistant Alumnae Editor
LILLIAN OBENSHAIN
ELSIE BAGBY
FRANCES STOVER
MYRTLE PARKER
JONNIE HINER
FRANCES MOOMAW
KATIE EDMUNDS
EUGENIA LUNDIE
EDITH MILES
AGNES MILES
LOTTIE MYERS
THELMA BLAXTON ('13)
GERTRUDE WELKER ('15)..
Editok-in-Chief
Assistant Editor-in-Chief
Literary Editor
Assistant Literary Editor
Business Manager.
...Assistant Business Manager
..Assistant Business Manager
News Editor
Assistant News Editor
Exchange Editor
Assistant Exchange Editor
Alumnae Editor
Assistant Alumnae Editor
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l^oung Moman'8 Cbrlstian Hssociation
ADVISORY BOARD
MISS MARTHA WILLIS COULLING
MISS ELEANOR B. FOREMAN
MISS CATHERINE HILL
MISS GRACE E. MIX
MISS MINNIE RICE
MISS PAULINE WILLIAMSON
MISS CHARLOTTE M. CONOVER
HELENE NICHOLS
OFFICERS—1915-1916
HELENE NICHOLS
CARRIE WOOD
EVELYN BROOKS
•MOZELLE BRADEN
CORNELIA SEABURY
LUCILE WOODSON
MISS CHARLOTTE M. CONOVER
President
Vice-President
Recording Secretary
Corresponding Secretary
Treasurer
Librarian
General Secretary
CHAIRMEN OF COMMITTEES
Carrie Wood
Ellen Lash
Florence Hall
tELizABETH White
Esther Covington
Cornelia Seabury
LuciLE Shepherd
Virginia Watkins
Helen Gray
.
MOZELLE BRADEN
Marcella Barnes
Katherine Middleton...
JMaeie Noell
Membership
Devotional
Bible Study
Missionary
Missionaiy Giving
Finance
Social
Social Service
Morning Watch
Association News
Music
Jubilee
-President Student Government
*Elected on absence of Lucy Parks.
tAppointed on resignation of Marjorie Matthews.
{Student Government President made ex-offieio member of Cabinet by amendment to
Constitution, December, 1915.
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S. fl. S. flew8=Stanb
Review op Reviews—Monday morning hash.
The Forum—Chapel.
Pictorial Review—The Virginian.
CiTRRENT Literature—Weekly reports.
Ladies ' Home Journai^—Letter from ' ' mother. '
'
Worlds' Work—What the Seniors feel they can do.
Public Service—The elevator.
The Critic—Faculty.
Outlook—]\Irs. Slater.
Journal op Geography—Dr. Milledge.
Country Gentleman—IMr. Long.
The Independent—Carrie Wood.
Chatterbox—Kathleen Monroe.
Normal Observer—Joan of Arc.
The American Penman—Ruth Hankins.
The Era—Conunencement.
Daily Press—Cheese.
SCENERY* ARDUND*TDWN
ME noKnii
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HvGus Xitetar^ Society
MOTTO: To see the better
COLOKS: Olive Green and Gray Flower: White Rose
PIEST TEKM
LUCILE SHEPHERD
LENA COHEN...
RUTH ROBINSON
WILLIE HARRIS
LOUISE CHILES
NAN STEWART
LUCILE WOODSON
JOSEPHINE GLEAVES
RILLE HARRIS
OFFICERS
second term
President MARY ELLEN WHITE
Vice J'resident KATHERINE MIDDLETON
Second Vice-President MYRTLE PARKER
Recording Secretary JOSEPHINE GLEAVES
COKKESrONUING SECRETARY RUTH COOKE
TREASURER LeCLAIRE king
( 'RiTic E. LOUISE CHILES
CENSOR KATIE EDMUNDS
Reporter MARY MACON
Louise
MOZELLE BRADEN
Margaret Butler
Gladys Canter
Louise Chiles
Lena Cohen
Ruth E. Cooke
Ruth R. Cooke
Minnie Coplan
Mattie Love Dotne
Katie Edmunds
Josephine Gleaves
JosiE Guy Lucy Williams
Elizabeth Harris
RiLLE Harris
Ruth Harris
Willie Harris
LeClaire King
Ellen Lash
Mary Lancaster
Elizabeth Lewis
Mary Macon
Bondurant
Dorothy McCraw
Katherine Middleton
Agnes Miles
Edith Miles
Kathleen Monroe
Jean Morris
Mary Morris
Lurline Moking
Margaret Page
Myrtle Parker
Viva Paulett
Sallie Wilkins Alice Putney
Edna Putney
Ruth Robinson
Georgie Robles
Nellie Seabury
Lucile Shepherd
Nan Stewart
Ethel Surface
Gillian Walker
Mary Ellen White
glg^^ "JJirqinian'
Htbentan Xfterarie Socfetie
MOTTO: " Self-reverence, self-knowledge, self-control
Colors: Gold and White Flowers: White and Yellow Chrysanthemums
OFFICEES
FALL TERM SPKIXG TERM
MARGARET BYRON President EYELYX BROOKS
EYELYN BROOKS \ ice-President JULIA PHILLIPS
MARIE NOELL Corresponding Secretary HELRXE XICHOLS
JULIA PH ILLIPS Treasurer MARGARET BARNARD
AMELIA BAIN Recording Secretary DOROTHEA WARD
CHARLOTTE DADMUN Censor ELIZABETH CLEMENTS
MAE COX Critic FLORENCE HALL
NILLA BERGER Reporter DORIS PORTER
MEMBERS
Alice Armstrong Margaret Byron Elizabeth Clements
Amelia Bain Helen Cahill Lucile Cotton
Margaret Barnard Esther Covington
X'lLLA Berger Mae Cox
Eva Brooks Harriett Curling
Pattie Buford Charlotte Dadmum
Louise Bunch Dorset Dodd
Pearl Ellett
Ruby Ellett
Judith Fenner
Ruth Fudge
Ida Lee Gray
Florence Hall
Julia Holt
Mart Hutchins
AuRELiA Kay-ton
Jessie Kellam
Elizabeth Lake
Marion Linton
Rosa Lee Main
By-rd Michaux
Agnes Miller
Helene Nichols
Marie Xoell
Selma Owen
Julia Phillips
Doris Porter
Lelia Richardson Eloise Watkins
A'^IX RUCKER YlEGINIA WATKINS
Ruth Serpell Marian Whitehead
Alice Smith Thelma Wills
Mart Souire Katherine Wimbish
Dorothy Truitt Dorothea Ward ilAROARET Wony-cott
Margaret Wainwright Catherine Watkins ^Iattie Zijimerman
12S




Slg^ "JITir^inian'
Cunningbam Xfterarie Societ'e
Organized 1903
Motto :
Colors: Green and White
Chartered 1904
'
' Carpe Diem '
'
Flower: White Carnation
FALL TERM
LXJLA JONES
MARY DARBY
ESTHER KLINE..
LOIS SMOOT
GYPSIE JOHNSON
ELLEN GOODWIN
NORA STROHECKER
IRVING BLANTON
President
..Vice-President.
corkespondine secretary
Recording Secretary
Treasurer
...Critic
..Censor
reporter
SPRING TERM
HELEN GRAY
.EUGENIA LUNDIE
GLADYS DUNCAN
FRANCES MOOMAW
ADELE REESE
FRANCES STOVER
JOSEPHINE DANIELS
..GRACE B. ARMSTRONG
MEMBERS
Lucille Ackiss Elvira Maclin
Eleanor Abbitt Frances Moomaw
Grace Armstrong
Helen Arthur
Douglas Arthur
Dandridge Blakey"
Ruth Blanton
Irving Blanton
Lura Barrow
Bettie Board
Anne Bosworth
Olive Branch
Gladys Cooley
Aline Cole
Katherine Chamberlain
Mary Darby
Mary Downey^
Josephine Daniel
Gladys Duncan
Ellen Goodwin
Helen Gray
Conway Howard
Elizabeth Jarman
Gypsie Johnson
Lula Jones
Blanche Jones
Esther Kline
Nancy Lewis
Eunice Logwood
Eugenie Lundie
Bobbie Lockridge
Nita Marshall
Shannon Morton
Mary Orgain
Irene Pugh
Marie Price
Virginia Richardson
Sallib Rawlings
Hattie Robertson
ADELE Reese
Lois Smoot
Frances Stover
Noi!.\ Strohecker
Mary Swain
Catherine Shields
Madeline Warburton
Kate Woolridge
Laura Meredith Emma White
g^ge Wir^inion'
Jefferson H)ebatinG Societ)^
Motto: " Equal and exact justice to all "
Colors: Middle Blue and Gold Flower: Carnation
FIRST TERM
BEULAH SEDWICK
ELSIE CRICHTON
RUTH SOYARS
ALICE RAKES
LILLIAN MICKLE
MABEL MILSTEAD
DREAMA CHAMBERS...
Catherine Armstrong
Helen Arthur
Ida Barnhart
Dandridge Blakey
Ethel Bland
Bettie Board
Mattie Carter
Dreama Chambers
Matilda Clarke
Eddie Copps
OFFICERS second term
President VERNA MARSHALL
Vice-President ALICE RAKES
Recording Secretary LILLIAN MICKLE
Corresponding Secretary GERTRUDE CRISER
Treasurer ISADORE GILLS
Reporter _..MARTHA WATSON
Critic CONWAY HOWARD
MEMBERS
Gertrude Criser
Elsie Crichton
Bertha Dolen
Gladys Duncan
Maria Edmunds
Pearl Ellet
Ruby Ellet
ISADORE Gills
SuDiE Greenwood
Hazel Heatwole
Conway Howard
Lottie Johnson
Julia Key
Elizabeth Malcolm
AvA Marshall
Verna Marshall
Lillian Mickle
Mabel Milstead
Elizabeth Morris
Louise Morris
Agnes Murphy
Alice Rakes
Ruth Reynolds
Hattie Robertson
Ellen Parsons
Rosa Pucket
Naomi Prilliaman
Mary Soyars
Ruth Soyars
Judith Shumate
Mary Tidwell
Annie Via
Gillian Walker
OCELA Watkins
Martha Watson
Catherine Cover




gr^e 'Virginian
Ipiedan Xiterat^ Society
Motto:
Colors: Green and Gold
' Light, more light '
'
Flower: Marehael Niel Eose
FALL TERM
LUCY POWELL..
MARCELLA BARNES
ELIZABETH CLARKK
MILDRED EDWARDS
JULIA BRITTINOTIAM
ELIZABETH WHITK
MARJORIE MATTHEWS
PAULINE BLOXTON
MATTIE SINCLAIR
OFFICERS
President
First Vice-Presidext
Secon'd Vice-President
Rfc'Ording Secretary
Corresponding Secretary
Treasurer
(Critic
Censor
Reporter
spring term
- CARRIE WOOD
RUTH HANKINS
LENA SOMERS
MATTIE SINCLAIR
IRENE HUNTER
ELIZABETH CLARKE
KATIE GIDDENS
FLOSSIE NAIRNE
ANNIE LOVING
MEMBERS
Sue Ayres Marjorie Matthews Lottie Myers
Elsie Bagby Virginia Mayo Flossie Nairne
Mabel Barnes Lillian Obenshain
Marcella Barnes Louise Owen
Pauline Bloxton Janette Peek
Grace Bonney Lucy Powell
Julia Brittingham Margaret Sinclair
Jeannette Carney Mattie Sinclair
Catherine Cover Florence Smith
Helen Coverston Carlie Stephens
Carrie Cowherd Lena Somers
Gertrude Crizer Louise Vadbn
Virginia Dakden Hattie Wooldridge Elizabeth White
Naomi Duncan Marguerite Wyatt Carrie Wood
Mildred Edwards
Ethel Emswiler
Nannie Garnett
Katie Giddens
Ruth Hankins
Helen Harris
Louise Hendricks
JONNIE HiNER
Ruth Hudgins
Florence Hunt
Irene Hunter
Gwendolyn Jackson
Laura Kice
Frances Lipscomb
Annie Loving
Evelyn Lovelace
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gl^f^e ICi^irqinian'
TRuffnet S)ebattng Society
Motto: " Much as we
Colors : Eed and Gray
PALL TERM
ELIZABETH EOWE
SHANNON MORTON
MYRA BRYANT.
LOUISE FLETCHER
MARY BENNETT
BRENDA GRIFFIN
MADELAINE WARBURTON
GLADYS COOLEY
value knowledge we value mental training more '
'
Flower: Red Carnation
OFFICERS
President
First Vice-President
Second Vice-President
Rkcokding Secrftary
CORKESPONDING SECRfcTVRY
Treasurer
Critic
Reporter
SPRING TERM
MYRA BRYANT
AILEEN HAYES
MINNIE COPLAN
MARY A. DARBY
..SUE AYRES
SHANNON MORTON
BRENDA GRIFFIN
ELIZABETH ROWE
MEMBERS
Sue Ayres
Mary E. Bell
Mary O. Bennett
Esther Bowles
Myra Bryant
Makjorie Bryant
Hildred Bulifant
Jessie Burton
Lena Cohen
Gladys Cooley
Elizabeth Cooke
Minnie Coplan
Mary A. Darby
Ruth Edwards
Eleanor Elmore
Louise Fletcher
Aileen Hayes
Nellie Garrett
Ellen Goodwtn
Brenda Griffin
JosiE Guy
Edna Kent
Laltra Lowe
Juliet Mayo
Mary McCabe
Kathleen Moorman
Shannon Morton
Irma Ranet
Sue Parker
Elizabeth Eowe
Nellie Somers
Floy'd Stanley-
Katherine Timberlake
Margaret Vaughan
Madelaine Warburton
Dana Wise
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'^^^ l^irginian'
Hlpba Chapter of Hlpba StGma Elpba
FOUNDED 1901 Chartered lf)On
Publication : The Phoenix
SOBOBES IN COLLEGIO
Elsie Bagby
Grace Bonney
Elizabeth Clements
Helen Gray
Katie Edmunds
LeGlair King
Mary Kellam
Elizabeth Lewis
Elvira Maclin
Marie Price
Sallie Palmer Rawlings
Francis Stover
Mary Swain
Katherine Watkins
SOBOBES IN UEBE
Mrs. Thomas D. Eason
Juliette Hundley Hattie Paulett
Bessie Paulett Mrs. W. W. Webster
UNDEBGEADUATE CHAPTEES
Alpha—State Normal..
Alpha Alpha—Miami University
Alpha Beta—State Normal
Alpha Gamma—State Normal
Beta Beta—Teachers ' ( 'ollege
Gamma Gamma—State Xoniial
Farmville, Virginia
Oxford, Ohio
Kirksville, Missouri
Indiana, Pennsylvania
Greeley, Colorado
Alva, Oklahoma
gbaduate clubs
Kirksville, Missouri
Ilnionville, Missouri
Hannibal, Missouri
Moberly, Missouri
Richmond, Virginia
Springfield, Ohio
Sydney, Ohio
Farmville, Virginia
Norfolk, Virginia
Lynchburg, Virginia
STATE ASSOCIATIONS
Colorado
Missouri
Ohio
Pennsylvania
Oklahoma
Virginia



STfjc Tdirginian
Elpba (Tbapter of SiGma Stoma Sigma
Founded 1S9S Chartered 1903
Publication: The Triangle
SOBOBES IN COLLEGIO
Eleanor Abbitt
Martha King Bugg
Margaret Butler
Kathryn Chamberlin
Aline Cole
Kate Cox
Louise Chiles
Helen Harris
Irene Hunter
Laura Meredith
Btrd Michaux
Frances Moomaw
Alice T. Richardson
Lelia Richardson
Virginia Richardson
Cornelia Seaburt
Lois Smoot
Nora Strohecker
Gypsie Johnson Virginia Watkins
Margaret Wonycott
SOBOBES IN UBBE
Anne Richardson Marguerite Watkins
Mildred Richardson Quarles
SOBOBES IN FACULTATE
Thelma Blanton Gertrude Welker
CHAPTEB BOLL
Alpha—State Noriral School Farmville, Virginia
Zeta—State Normal School Buffalo, New York
Iota—State Teachers' College s. Greeley, Colorado
Kappa—Miami University Oxford, Ohio
Lambda—State Normal School Indiana, Pennsylvania
Sigma Phi—Union University Jackson, Tennessee
Phi—Ohio University Athens, Ohio
Mu—State Normal School Kirksville, Missouri
Nu—State Normal School Warrensburg, Missouri
Xl—State Normal School Alva, Oklahoma
ALUMNAE
Alpha Sigma Richmond, Virginia
Beta Sigma Batavia, Ohio
Gamma Sigma Roanoke, Virginia
Zeta Sigma Buffalo, New York
Iota Sigma Colora<lo Springs, Colorado
Delta Sigma Nashville, Tennessee
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glf^e ICTir^inian"
(Bainma ^bcta Club
Founded at State Noniial School for Women in 1911
Alice Moore Armstrong Portsmouth, Virginia
Amelia Bain 1 Portsmouth, Virginia
Pattie BuroKD Lawreneeville, Virginia
Helen Cahill
...Norfolk, Virginia
Dorset Dodd Portsmouth, Virginia
Mart Dorset Downey Portsmouth, Virginia
Mildred Edwards Hertford, Virginia
Willie Harris Washington, D. C.
Julia Holt Hampton, Virginia
Mary Macon. London Bridge, Virginia
Flossie Nairne Hampton, Virginia
Marie Noell Johnson City, Tennessee
Nan Stewart Portsmouth, Virginia
Dorothea Ward ' Portsmouth, Virginia



g^l^e lO^irginian'
pan-1bellenic Hssociation
OFFICERS
MAEGAEET WONYCOTT, 2 2 2 President
MAEY SWAIN, A 2 A Secretaky
DOROTHEA 'WARD, T G Treasurer
REPRESENTATIVES
ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA
Elizabeth Clements
Mary Swain
GAMMA THETA
Makie Noell
Dorothea Ward
SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA
Kathryn Chamberlin
Margaret Wonycott
^%%
« T T #
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p //i I' t-^ ' I' '"f Wwf^Oa/ \TM Elizabeth Jakman
I
I \ ^ I J^^w^W/^P LeGlair King
/^ 3 / S ' / i/M^fmUlyM Jessie Kellam
't^J', y^ ('|/ I iv'^&^0iflF Frances Lipscomb
\"0.
,
'"'^ //I / rWlU^Slr Nancy Lewis
,1 I
.
-^ ' '^
'Ml ii /J J^n^r Eobbie Lochridge
^ \ \ I-,' >
,fjj V^jL M^ W Frances MoomawV\' IJS^-^^^JW^ iiJlU/ Virginia Mish *
^^UI9^ Laura Meredith
P—^m
Byrd Michaux
I Flossie Xaikne
I' Makie Noell
Mart Orgain
Margaret Byrom \ \\ M\^ hjcy Powell
Julia Brittingham \^ Ifl marie Price
Llsie Bagbt y^i I Alice T. RichardsonMargaret Butler ^TW k Virginia RichardsonAnne Bosworth ^VV m s,,llie Palmer RawlixgsRuth Chockley \ fJ Frances Stover
Elizabeth Clements 1(/W Nora StroheckerMary Catlett U ^ jj^,^y g^^^,j^,
Helen Cahill Nellie Seabury
aline Cole Margaret Wonycott
JOSEPHINE Daniel . Margaret Wainwbight
DORSEY DoDD VIRGINIA WaTKINS
Mattie Love Doyne Dorothea Ward
Mildred Edwards Cajujie woodRuth Hudgins Kate Cox
Julia Holt OFFICERS
LUCY POWELL President
JESSIE KELLAM Vice-President
ELIZABETH CLEMENTS Secretary-Treasurer
FRANCES STOVER )
ELIZABETH CLEMENTS | Leaders
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ESTHER KLINE
HELEN COVBESTON
HATTIE WOOLDEIDGE
Accompanists
MAECELLA BARNES
NANCY LEWIS
NAOMI DTXNCAN
*EUNICE LOGWOOD
EDITH MILES
ANNIE LOVINC;
AGNES MILES
Mabel Barnes
Marcella Barnes
Pauline Bloxton
Anne Boswobth
LuRA Barrow
Ruth Chockley
RuTH Cooke
Myrtle Dunton
Helen Gratt
Mary Bennett
Irving Blanton
Thelma Bobbitt
Mamie Carwile
Minnie Coplan
SOPRANOS
Isadore Gills
Louise Garrett
Nell Hamilton
Lula Jones
Esther Kline
Blanche Jones
Frances Lipscomb
Annie Loving
Eunice Logwood
Frances Moomaw
Marjorib Matthews
Virginia Mayo
Agnes Miller
.Agnes Miles
Edith Miles
Marie Noell
Louise Owen
Lucy Towell
FIRST ALTOS
Helen Coverston
Charlotte Crawley
Matilda Clarke
Naomi Duncan
Mildred Edwards
Daphne Gilliam
euth hudgins
Elizabeth Jarman
Elizabeth Malcolm
Laura Meredith
..President
\i( k-President
..Secretary
-Treasurer
..Librarian
Assistant Libraeia'n
....Eeporter
Beaulah Sedwick
Susie Snead
Mary Squire
Ethel Surface
Martha Watson
Lucy Williams
Carrie Wood
Kate Wooldridge
Mary Ellen White
Jean Morris
Margaret Page
Eozelia Watkins
Hattie Wooldridge
SECOND ALTOS
Ruth Barrow
Margaret Crichton Nancy Lewis
EUTH Fudge Lurline Moring
Mary Garnet Minnie Eiddick
JosiE Guy Carlie Stephens
EuTH Harris Frances Stover
*Electecl on absence of Beulah Sedwick
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gl^e l^ir^inian'
2)tamatic Club
OFFICERS
WILLIE HARRIS ..President
MARY ELLEN WHITE Secretakt
PAULINE BLOXTON Treasurer
MEMBERS
Myrtle Parker
Mary Ellen White
Elsie Bagby
Willie Harris
JosiE Guy
Jesse Kellam
Josephine Daniel
Pauline Bloxton
Dorsey Dodd
Alice Smith
LuciLE Shepherd
Nora Strohecker
Nancy Lewis
Eunice Lobwood
Katharine Middleton
Florence Middleton
ViX RUCKER
Mattie Love Doyne
Doris Porter
Ruth Robinson
Frances Stover
Eugenia Lundie
Laura Kice

S)eut8cbet
Spracbveretn
AV'ahlspruch; Schonheit unci Wahrheit
Blume: Die Kornblun^e
FARBEN: Grun und Gold
FUHKERIN : Praulein Smithey
BEAKNTE
BEENDA GRIFFIN Presidentin
LENA COHEN Vice-Presidentin
E\A ARWIN ScHRinruHKEiN
LOUISE CHILES Schatzmeisterin
MITGLIEDEK
Julia A bell
] VA Al.VlN
hildked bulifant
Jessie Burton
Louise Chiles
Lena Cohen
Elsie Edwards
Bettie Gates
Belle Gilliam
Erenda Griffin
Bessie Greene
Josephine Hannah
Mattie Hastings
Aurelia Kayton
Mary Kirkpatrick
Nancy Lewis
Elizabeth Morris
Louise Morris
Ailine Morman
DlEECTRiCE: Madamoiselle Estelle Sniitbey
Fleue: Le Fleiir-de-lis CouleurS: Bleu et Jaune
NATALIE NOTTINGHAM
LOUISE BONDUEANT
JANE SLAUGHTER..
LOTTIE JOHNSON
ELLEN GOODWIN
Presidente
Vice Presidente
Secretaire
Tresouere
Rapportem
Louise Bondurant
Bessie Burgess
Elizabeth Clements
Mae Cox
Ettie Fearing
Annie Fulton
Louise Fulton
Ellen Goodwin
EuTH Gregory
Myrtle Harris
Eliza Johnson
Lottie Johnson
Esther Kline
Dixie McCabe
Laura Meredith
Lottie Myers
Natalie Nottingham
Lilli.\n Obenshain
Thelma Parker
Elizabeth Penn
Elizabeth Pulliam
Catherine Riddle
Ruth Robinson
Jane Slaughter
Bernice Spencer
Grace Walker
Eloise Watkins
Katherine Watkins
Wh^ l^irginian"
fIDu ©mega
Lucille Ackiss
Martha King Bugg
Pauline Bloxton
Helen Cahill
Kathryn (.'hamberlain
Aline Cole
EUTH Chocklet
Dorset Dodd
Josephine Daniel
Josephine Gleaves
Gyp Johnson
Mary Lancaster
Nancy Lewis
Eunice Logwood
Elvira Maclin
Frances Moomaw
Laura Meredith
Sallie Palmer Eawlings
Nellie Seaburt
Nora Stroheckee
4 < '^'^^
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'Qtfl^ Wirglnian
pi Elpba
Margaret Wontcott
Alice M. Arsistrong
Julia Brittingham
Carrie Wood
Ethel Emswiler
Lucy Powell
LuciLE Shepherd
josiE Guy
Pattie Buford
Frances Stover
Louise Owen
StrsiE Snead
Katie Edmunds
LeClaire King
Margaret Buti.er
Ann Bosworth
Elizabeth Cunningham
Martha Spencer
Elsie Bagby
Geraldine Wallace

gi:^e Wir^inion
MEMBERS
Douglas Ai!Tiiui;
lucile ackiss
Gladys Cantek
Louise Chiles
Helen Coverston
Blanche Jones
Jessie Kellam
Allie Marshall
Margaret Page
Irene Pugh
Lois Smoot
Prances Stover
Margaret Wainwkight
Gillian Walkee
Mary Wright
grgc IJirginian
Ellen Lash
Elvira Maclin
Kathleen Monroe
Marie Noell
Julia Phillips
Lucy Powell
Sallie Rawlings
Nellie Seabury
Mattie Sinclair
Susie Snead
Virginia Watkins
Miriam Whitehead
Margaret Wonycott
Alice Moore Armstrong
Elsie Bagby
Ann Bosworth
Julia Brittingham
Margaret Butler
Margaret Byrom
Helen Cahill
dorsey dodd
Naomi Duncan
Tom Gleaves
Margaret Jesser
JONNIE HiNER
Irene Hunter
Le Clair King
MEMBERS
Mary Swain
Marie Price
Elizabeth Jarman
Etrd Michaux
Katie Edmunds
Sallie Palmer Rawlings
Virginia Watkins
LeClair King
Virginia Eichardson
Margaret Butler
g^fjc lUirginion'
MEMBERS
Amelia Bain
Nancy Lewis
KuNicE Logwood
Nora Stroheckek
Pattie Bupoed
Byrd Michaux
Catherine Shields
EuTH Chockley
Gypsie Johnson
Tlossie Nairne
Marie Price
Elizabeth Clements
LuLA Jones
Julia Holt
Mary Ellen White
Myrtle Parker
Eleanor Abbitt
Euth E. Cooke
Dorothy McCraw
Adele Eeese
Janet Peek
jeannette carney
Virginia Darken
Catherine Chamberlain
Martha Spencer
MEMBERS
Mate Bkinkley
Florence Hunt
Gladys Jotner
Mart Lancaster
Evelyn Lovelace
Eugenia Ldndie
Selma Ovten
Mary Orgain
ViX EUCKER
Alice Smith
Dorothy Truitt
Annie Ford Turpin
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HUegban^ County Club
MOTTO: In the heart of the mountains
Flower: Goldenrod Colors: Green and Gold
OFFICERS
CATHEEINE COVEE President
GERTRUDE CRISER Vice-President
MARGUERITE SURBEE Secretary
RUTH COOK Treasurer
DREAMA CHAMBERS Reporter
MEMBERS
OcTAViA Bkooks Ruth Fudge Esther Kline
Maky Lee Carter Hazel Heatwole Maky Noel
Dreama Chambers Margaret Jesser Lucile Shepherd
Ruth Cook Julia Key Marguerite Suuber
Catherine Cover Agnes Knightly Gladys Tucker
Gertrude Crisek Mary Wright
HONORARY MEMBER
Mrs. M. p. Harris
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Motto: Gather ye sunshine while 3'e may
Colors: Eed and Silver-Gray Flower: Eed Clover
OFFICERS
MAECELLA BAENES
LELA 'NEAL
ELISE JONES
HATTIE WOOLDEIDGE..
President
, Vice-President
...Secretary-Treasurer
Eeporteb
MEMBERS
Mabel Barnes
Marcella Barnes
Elise Jones
Bessie Motley
,
Lela O'Neal
Pearl O'Neal
Ellen Eobertson
Florence Smith
Elizabeth "White
Hattie Wooldridge
HORORARY MEMBERS
Miss Jennie Tabb
Miss Estelle Smithey
gl^fjc llfirginian'
Hlbematle Club
LUCILE WOODSON
OFFICERS
President
MARGARET PAGE Vice-President
SADIE ROTHWELL Secretary
MAXINE SUTHERLAND Treasurer
EUNICE SMITH ...Reporter
Julia Abell.
Ruth Abell
Mae Cox
Elizabeth Henry
Gladys Jackson
MEMBERS
OuiDA Jackson
Mary p. G. Lewis
Verna Marshall
Margaret Page
Sadie Rothwell
Eunice Smith
Maxine Sutherland
Lbvise Thacker
Mary Williamson
LuciLE Woodson
HORORARY MEMBERS
Doctor Jarman
Mr. Coyner
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g^fje 10irginian'
blue: ridge
Delegation,
-June, 1^15"
Katherine Middletom, President
Helene Nichols
Katherine Middleton
Madeline Warburton
Annie Loving
Makcella Barnes
Cornelia Seaburt
Ruth Robinson
Marie Noell
Virginia AVatkins
Lucile Woodson
Natalie Henry
Louise Chiles
Marjorie Matthews
Olive Branch
Julia Brittinghaji
Florence Hall
Nancy Lewis
Ellen Lash
Grace E. Mix
Mary E. Peck
Carrie Sutherlin
Charlotte M. Conover
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Ellen IRicbarbs Club
OFFICERS
JOSIE GUY President
ELLEN ROBERTSON Vice-President
ESTHER COVINGTON Treasurer
ANNIE LOVING —Secretary
MEMBERS
Catherine Armstrong
Martha Armstrong
Mabel Barnes
Martha Bass
NiLLA Berger
Bthel Bland
Kathleen Bondurant
Louise Bondurant
Evelyn Breedlove
Sue Bryant
Myra Bryant
Mattie M. Carter
Mattie Sue Cabtek.
Melva Carter
Ruth Blanton
Lelia Carter
Elsie Crichton
Esther Covington
Dreama Chambers
Annie Cheadle
Gladys Cooley
Eleanor Daughtery
Marie Edmunds
Ethel Emsvtiler
Susan Ewell
Sue Plippen
Ruth Pudge
VreoiNiA Gates
Isadoee Gills
Brenda Grippin
JosiE Gut
Kathleen Wimbirh
Annie Gatling
Conway Howard
Helen IIorton
Lottie Johnson
Elise Jones
Grace Johnson
Catherine King
Ruth Kennedy
Virginia Lee
Annie Loving
Agnes Miles
Lillian Mickle
Florence Middleton
Mabel Milstead
Louise Morris
Lela 'Neal
Mabel Prince
Alice Rakes
Minnie Riddick
Ellen Robertson
Sadie Rothwell
Ruth Soyers
Mary Soyers
Mart Smi^h
Eunice Smith
Emma Smith
Mary Tidwell
Lula Walker
Martha Watson
Emma White
Sallie Wilkins
gl^c 'S^irginian^
Eastern Shore Club
MOTTO: " Sink or swim, live or die "
COLORS: Green and "White Flower: Trailing Arbutus
Favorite Trip: A day on the Island Club House: Life Saving Station
OFFICERS
MYRTLE DUNTON President
MATTIE HASTINGS Secretary-Treasurer
DANA WISE .Eeportee
MEMBERS
MISS MATTIE SPRUCE WILLIS..
MR. GEOVEE SOMEES
Sue Ayres
Mary Barnes
Mattye Hastings
Lottie Johnson
Hope Dunton
Ellen Parsons
Natalie Nottingham
Lena Somebs
Majorie Matthews
Gay Somers
Esther Covington
Nellie Somers
First Honorary
..Second Honorary
Dana Wise
Srgc l^irginian'
(Bloucestei-sflDfbbleset C[ub
OFFICERS
ELIZABETH ROWE Pkesident
MAEGITEEITE WIATT ; Vice-President
MAEY BENNETT Secretary-Treasurer
MEMBERS
Elizabeth Eowe
Marguerite Wiatt
Mart Bennett
Aileen Hayes
Louise Fletcher
Lucy Davis
IGS
gS^fje l^irginian'
jp^^IF^TT^
JU\UJ
Motto: Rather be a crab thau a tobacco worm
Colors: Pink and White Flower : Crab-Apple Blossoms
JANET PEEK
CARRIE WOOD
JULIA BRITTINGHAM
Julia Brittingham
IIlLDRED BULIFANT
Sarah Davis
Julia IIolt
Ruth Howard
Rosa Jones
Elizabeth Lake
Rose Meistek
Edna Massenberg
OFFICERS
MEMBERS
...President
Vice-President
Secretary-Treasurer
Flossie Nairne
Louise Owen
Janet Peek
Lucy Powell
Margaret Sinclair
Mattie Sinclair
Lillian Todd
Ethel Willey
Carrie Wood
LUCILE WOODSON
LENA SOMERS
VIRGINIA MAYO
MARY McOABE
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
MEMBERS
Grace Armstrong
Annie Allen
Sue Ayres
Annie Berlin
Maie Brinkley
OcTAViA Brooks
Mattie Carter
Sue Camp
Elizabeth Malcolm
Verna Marshall
Juliette Mayo
Virginia Mayo
Mary McCabe
Lillian Mickle
Mabel Milstead
Alene Norman
Esther Covington Gertrude Prince
Mae Cox Ruth Robinson
Mr. Coyner Yw Rucker
Charlotte Dadmun Lena Someks
Gladys Duncan Ruth Soyars
Myrtle Dunton Carlie Stephens
Margaret High Mary Thompson
Edna Kent Dorothy Truitt
Laura Kice Louise Vaden
Miss London Mary Williamson
Iuma Leary Lucile Woodson
HONORARY MEMBER
Mr. Long
Qifl^ WirginiarM
XTbe X?ncbburg Club
OFFICERS
LOraSE BUNCH President
NAOMI DUNCAN Secretary-Tkeasurer
IMEMBEBS
louise'bunch
Naomi Duncan
Katie Edmunds
Marv Hester
Gwendolyn Jackson
Nancy Lewis
Eunice Logwood
Elizabeth Malcolm
Susie McCorkle
Agnes C. Murphy
Agnes E. Murphy
Selma Owen
Mary Sandidge
Mattie Zimmerman
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SIlje JUiroinian'
mmN
OFFICERS
AMELIA BAIN
LILLIAN TODD
LUCILE, WOODSON
FITZHUGH SIIELOR
MISS MARCH
MEMBERS
Amelia Bain
Margaret Btrom
dorsey dodd
KUTH Fudge
Julia Holt
Elizabeth Lake
Nancy Lewis
Thelma Parker <
Janet Peake
Doris Porter
Blanche Powers
Lelia Richardson
Fitzhugh Shelor
Lillian Todd
LuciLE Woodson
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Mr. Cotner (at beginning of term in Psychology)—"Are there any names I did not call?"
Miss Smith—"You did not call mine."
Mr. C.—"I think I called yours, Miss Smith. It sounds very familiar."
Miss Dunn (in Nature Study Class)—"Mary Downey, have you seen any birds to report?"
Maky D.—"I saw a bluebird and a woodpecker."
Miss D.—"What kind of a woodpecker?"
Mary D.—"It was a—a—downy woodpecker, of course."
Dr. Milledge (Geography Class)—"It is so warm in Arizona that the people there don't
raise anything but dates. '
'
Jitney—'
' That 's nothing, we make dates right here at S. N. S., and in the winter time
too. '
'
Underclass Girl (looking at drawing of brains on the board)—"Oh! These things are
brains, aren 't they? I think they are awful looking. '
'
Wise Junior— '
' If you think those are awful, .just take a look over here at these real brains
in acohol."
Underclass Girl (speaking to instructor)—"Mr. Somers, do you mean to tell me that you
have anything in your head like that?"
Mr. Lear (Sociology Class)—"It is the hardest thing in the world to get a woman hanged."
E. M.—"And it's very rare "
Mr. L.— ' ' Yes, Yes '
'
E. M. (finishing)—"that a woman needs to be hanged."
Mr. G. (English Class)—"The topics for you to report on are written on this board."
Q. E. (reading topics)—"Mr. 6 , what does writing cover?"
Voice— ' ' Why, paper of course. '
'
Dk. B. (the school physician)—"Well, Ruth, what is the matter with you?"
Ruth H. (voted the biggest talker in Senior Class)—"I don't know. I don't think I am
sick, but I feel so tired and worn out."
Dr. B.—"Let me see your tongue."
Mk. S.—"Yes, 'it is more blessed to give than to receive,' as Shakespeare says."
HEARD IN CHEMISTRY CLASS
'
' What is table salt ! '
'
'
' NaCl, of course. '
'
'
' But what is NaCl ? '
'
"Oh! I know how to make it. You just put sulphuric acid and blue litmus paper together
and boil it over a Bunsen burner, and then taste it."
Mr. S. (in Psychology class)—"Did Mr. L hold you over, Miss Butler?"
Miss B. (late for class)—"No, he didn't hold me, but I had to stay."
Mr. S.—"That shows what your mind is working upon, Miss Butler."'
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Who Knows Better What's Good?
Bobbie and Betty are very good sometimes—two or three times a week, at least
—
though you might never guess it from their roguish faces, and then mauinia gives
them for dessert something which they like very much. More often than anything
else it is Jell-O, not merely because it is more economical and easier to prepare than
the other good things they like, but because they prefer it to almost anything else
and because it is good for them.
is pure and wholesome, and it makes up into an almost infinite variety of dishes, some
to appeal to the most fastidious appetites, and others to satisfy any healthy appetite.
There could not be anything better for the Sunday dinner dessert than one of these
delicious dishes. It can be made as simple or as elaborate as any one could wish, just
as the Jell-O dessert for every-day dinner can.
A beautiful new Jell-O Book tells the story of a lovely young bride, who knew
nothing about cooking, but who soon learned how to make up delicious
desserts and salads. Her experiences are illustrated in reproductions
of beautiful paintings made for the book by a Boston artist. If you
will write and ask for a copy of this book, it will
lOc. a package be sent to you promptly—free, of course.
Jell-O is made in seven pure fruit flavors
:
Strawberry, Raspberry, Lemon, Orange, Cherry,
Peach, Chocolate. Each 10 cents at any grocery
or general store.
THE GENESEE PURE FOOD CO.,
Le Roy, N. Y., and BridEebuTs, Ont.
Jell-O received the highest award, the GRAND
PRIZE, at the Panama-Pacific Exposition at San Francis-
co, and the Panama-California Exposition at San Diego.
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State Normal
School for Women
J. L. JARMAN, President
Farmville, Virginia
Graduates of approved four-year high schools or the
equivalent are admitted without examination into the pro-
fessional courses.
Courses offered:
Academic Course.
Professional Course I. For Kindergarten Work-
Professional Course II. For Primary IVorl^.
Professional Course III. For Grammar Qrade Work
Professional Course IV. For High School Work.
Professional Course V. For T^ural School Work.
Professional Course VI. For County Demonstration Work-
The Academic Course is a four-year course. Profes-
sional Courses 1, II, III and V, are two-year courses. Profes-
sional Course VI is a one-year course, and Professional
Course IV is a four-year course, leading to the Degree of
B. S. in Education.
Expense for all courses is the same. For detailed
information concerning Departments of Instruction, State
Scholarships, Expenses, etc., address
THE REGISTRAR,
STATE NORMAL SCHOOL FOR WOMEN
FARMVILLE, VA.
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Brown-Morrison
Company
INCORPORATED
PRINTERS :: BINDERS
ENGRAVERS
OUR SLOGAN: "SERVICE AND QUALITY
COLLEGE ANNUALS
Y. M. C. A. YEAR BOOKS, CATALOGUES
COLLEGE VIEW BOOKS
COLLEGE PANORAMIC VIEWS
FRATERNITY STATIONERY
718 MAIN STREET
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Your friends can buy anything you can
give them— except—
YOUR PHOTOGRAPH
Let Hunt maJ^e it for you
Pictures in this book made by
H. H. HUNT, Photographer
FARMVILLE. VA.
n"55?5HSE5E5HSH.':?H5E5ES2Sa5HSE5HSB5ESH525ESE5ESH5E5Z5ESHSHSE5E5H525E5Z5ESH5Z5?-:7?
Go to the
OPERA HOUSE
A. E. Jones & Company
To See the Newest and Best Pictures
n n
PROGRAM CHANGED DAILY
Clean Photoplays Courteous Treatment
FARMVILLE. VIRGINIA
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Drug Store Dependability
r
There is a whole lot of satisfaction in being able to
depend on a Drug Store, whatever your wants may be.
Our business has been built on this fact. We would
be pleased to add you to our already long list of cus-
tomers. Most of the "Normalites" shop here. Will
you join the majority ? You will find us ever ready to serve you.
White Drug Company
FARMVILLE, VA.
Martin Bros.
Jewelers and
Opticians
Special attention
to orders for Class and Society
Pins, Rings, Etc.
Main Street
FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA
THE
FIRST NATIONAL
BANK
FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA
Capital and Surplus
$100,000.00
UNITED STATES, CITY, COUNTY
AND POSTAL SAVINGS
DEPOSITORY
N. B. DAVIDSON, President
E. S. MARTIN, Vice-President
E. S. TAYLOR. Vice-President
V. VAIDEN, Cashier
A. G. OGBURN. Assistant Cashie
o
We Want Your Business
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Normal School Girls-
Make WADE'S Your Headquarters
For
Confectioneries, Fruits, Stationery, Canned
Goods, Olives, Pickles
HOT AND COLD FOUNTAIN DRINKS
Waiting to serve you, A. V. WADE
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"Have Martin Print It"
£1
MARTIN PRINTING CO.
Commercial Printers
FARMVILLE - - VIRGINIA
Virginia Cafe
Prompt Service
Polite Jlttention, to Jill
"To Be or Not to Be"
TEACHERS!
qOne of the very first things that re-
quire your attention is the condition of
the eyes of your scholars. Good eyes
make good students, and defective vision
is a serious handicap to any child.
q We offer you our years of experience
in the Optical business, and shall be
glad 10 have you write us should you be
unable to visit our stores.
G. L. HALL OPTICAL CO.
"Eyeglass and Kodak Experts"
NORFOLK—146 Graib; Street
RICHNOND-211 E. Broad Street
LYNCHBURG-813 Main Street
307 Main Street Farmville, Va.
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Books! Books! Books!
Books of all kinds. For the class-room, the farm, the home
circle, the pulpit, the teacher. The latest and best books of fic-
tion. Books on methods of education a specialty.
THE MacMILLAN COMPANY
Publishers—NEW YORK
Representative—W. S. GOOCH—University, Va.
Farmville Pharmacy, Inc.
Our Specialties—The Rexall Line of Remedies— every article is
guaranteed. Cream of All Kinds—IVIassage—Ice—Cold—Face.
Stationery—From 5c. to $2.50 per package. Fspecially Lord
Baltimore and our "F. P."
FARMVILLE PHARMACY, Inc. "Pure Drugs Properly Compounded
With the Compliments of the
Calumet Tea and Coffee Company
909-911 W. HURON STREET
Chicago, 111.
c/l. H. FETTING
Manufacturer of (^xtt^ "^ttttx iTratemttp 3lctoelrp
213 N. LIBERTY ST., BALTIMORE, MD.
Factory—212 Little Sharp St.
Memorandum package sent to any Fraternity Member through the Secretary of the
Chapter. Special designs and estimates furnished on Medals,
Rings, Pins, for Athletic Meets, Etc.
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Peoples
National Bank
o/FARMVILLE, VA.
The People's Depository
Under Supervision of the United
States Government Farniville, Virginia
C. E. CHAPPELL
COMPANY
Confectioneries, Fruits,
Stationery, Tobacco, Cigars,
Blank Books
Agents for
HUYLER'S and NORRIS' CANDIES
Main Street
FARMVILLE. VIRGINIA
R. A. Baldwin
& Sons, Inc.
DEPARTMENT STORE
Quality, Price and Service
Dry Goods, Notions, Shoes, Corsets,
Millinery, Suits, Dresses, Skirts,
Coats, Muslin Underwear,
and Shirtwaists
Our prices are lower. Satisfaction guaranteed,
or money refunded on all purchases
We invite all S. N. S. Girls to make
our store headquarters
Baldwin's, Farmville, Va.
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" Queen Quality Shoe I Are You Hungry Girls?
^
Is the shoe problem vexatious? "Qiieen
Quality"—an ever-ready solution. Sty-
lish, comfortable. A profusion of pat-
terns from which to select. Suited to
your pocket-book, too.
RICHARDSON & CRALLE
Farmville, Virginia
—if SO, it is your own fault, be-
cause D. W. Gilliam's Store
is just across the street supplied
M>?V/i All Ki7ids of
Good Thitigs
"w.j.hillsmanI /il'
Baker & laylor Co.
irn WHOLESALE DEALERS nj
^ IN THE BOOKS OF ?^
ffl ALL PUBLISHERS Ui
Fitters
From Head to Foot
FOR LADIES AND GENTLEMEN
FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA
354 Fourth Avenue
NEW YORK at Twenty-Sixth St.
C. C COWAN I All Kinds of Lumber
Bntiertafeer BUILDING PURPOSES
Furniture T)ealer
MATTINGS, LINOLEUMS & RUGS
FARMVILLE, VA.
FartnvIIIe Manufacturing Co.
Farmville, Va.
CALL AT
W. T. Doyne
UNDERTAKER
and FURNITURE DEALER
Shannon 'sBakery
FOR GOOD THINGS
TO EAT
Home Made Candies
\^ Special Orders Given Prompt Atienlion g FARMVILLE. VIRGINIA ^
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fallings. Linoleums and l^ugs
E.A.WrightBankNo.eC.. ^
Smith-Courtney Co.
NINTH AND GARY STREETS
i^ngraoers, T^rinters, Stationers
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Manufacturers of Class and Society Pins, Medals
VIRGINIA
^Manufacturers and Jobbers of
STEAM AND MACHINERY SUPPLIES
AND EQUIPMENT
57 Varieties
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